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Preface

“Market design is a kind of economic engineering, utilizing laboratory

research, game theory, algorithms, simulations, and more. Its challenges

inspire us to rethink longstanding fundamentals of economic theory.”

Paul Milgrom

Many markets, such as student assignment to schools or carbon trading,
must be carefully designed to function efficiently. Market design is the economic
discipline whose main objective is to create well-functioning markets by defining
their rules.

Market design focuses on the behavior of market participants to ensure ef-
ficient market outcomes. The rules must be designed so that the behavior of
individual market participants does not interfere with the desired market out-
come. Participants may try to disrupt the market, take advantage of other
participants, or exploit a loophole to maximize their own profit. Only if such
behavior is prevented an efficient market outcome can be achieved, and more
market participants may choose to enter the market.

Observing and analyzing existing markets helps to understand the incentives
and actions of participants and thus the outcomes of markets. This knowledge
can be used to further improve the design of these markets. The idea of this
dissertation is to take relevant market observations, analyze them theoretically
and experimentally, and thus contribute to a better understanding of these
observations. This knowledge can then in turn be used to improve the design
of markets.
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Preface 2

This dissertation consists of one chapter about auction theory and two chap-
ters about matching markets. Auction theory analyzes the optimal bidding
strategy depending on the auction format and the information bidders have.
The primary goal of matching market is to create stable matches, mostly be-
tween agents from two different sides of the market. Examples are the assign-
ment of children to kindergartens or the allocation of teachers to schools.

Chapter 1: This chapter analyzes an auction setting where an owner of a
company delegates bidding to a manager. The owner relies on the manager
because only the manager is an expert in the market. The manager’s incentives
are only partially aligned with the owner. The manager has the incentive to
maximize firm profits, but also gains utility from solely winning the auction
because he has career concerns. The paper’s primary research question is how
this setup influences the optimal bidding strategy of a manager in the standard
First Price (FPSB) and Second Price (SPSB) auctions. The analysis shows
that there is an incentive to overbid in both the FPSB and SPSB auctions. If
the owner can punish the manager in the case of a negative profit and does
so, the expected price in the FPSB auction is higher than in the SPSB. These
results may explain the observation that in many complex auction situations,
auctioneers choose FPSB auctions.

Chapter 2: In this chapter, we analyze the observation that individuals often
prefer to interact with those who want to interact with them. We investigate
the effect of such "reciprocal preferences" on matching markets in a laboratory
experiment. Matching markets can be unstable when individuals prefer to be
matched with a partner who also likes them. We provide evidence that recip-
rocal preferences exist through a pre-registered and theory-guided laboratory
experiment. Individuals, in fact, prefer to be matched with someone who rates
them well. We show that this substantially decreases stability in matching
markets and investigate underlying motives of reciprocal preferences.



Preface 3

Chapter 3: The second paper on reciprocal preferences studies their effect
on stability and truth telling in a theoretical model. We formalize recipro-
cal preferences, apply them to matching markets, and analyze implications for
mechanism design. We show that neither the common Deferred Acceptance
mechanism nor any other mechanism is stable in standard two-sided markets.
Observing the final allocation of the mechanism enables agents to learn about
each other’s preferences, which leads to instability. These results contribute to
the understanding of non-standard preferences in matching markets and their
implications for efficient information and mechanism design.

All chapters focus on topics that are, on the one hand, relevant in real-
world settings, on the other hand, fairly new to be studied. Consequently,
they help explain frequent observation in those markets that have been difficult
to explain by standard economic reasoning. For example, it is widespread that
managers at companies are responsible for bidding in an auction because of their
expertise. At the same time, FPSB auctions are often implemented in those
markets. Chapter 1 connects both observations by showing that the expected
price of a FPSB auction is higher in such a setting than in a SPSB auction.
Hence, an auctioneer prefers to implement a FPSB auction. In Chapters 2
and 3, the intuitive feeling that people like to be liked is combined with the
observation that standard mechanisms are sometimes adapted to accommodate
reciprocal preferences. For example, Avery and Levin (2010) show that colleges
use early admission programs to admit students who strongly prefer to attend
that college. Chapters 2 and 3 study the origin of reciprocal preferences and
their effect on matching markets and their stability.
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Chapter 1

Comparison of Standard
Auctions with an Agency
Problem

1.1 Introduction

In many real world auctions, bidding is delegated to agents. For example, in
procurement auctions the owner (she) of a company typically delegates the
bidding to a manager (he) who is better informed about the market and the
good’s or project’s valuation. Similarly, a house buyer will often delegate the
bidding for a house to a real estate agent who knows the housing market better.
If the manager is not residual claimant on profits and if the manager gets
an additional benefit from winning the auction (e.g., due to reputational or
career concerns), preferences of the owner and the manager are misaligned.
Successfully buying a house could signal to new potential clients that the real
estate agent is of high quality. Winning a significant project might increase the
reputation of a manager and improve the chance of a career within and outside
of the company. The problem of a manager’s empire-building is consistent with
this idea (Jensen, 1986). Managers have incentives to expand their sphere of

5



Chapter 1. Comparison of Standard Auctions with an Agency Problem 6

influence beyond the optimal size to increase their resources and power. This
paper studies the effect of this organizational owner/ manager setting and the
misaligned incentives on the optimal bidding strategy.

The empirical auction literature highlights the widespread use of First Price
Sealed Bid (FPSB) auctions in complex settings. In their chapter for the
Handbook of Industrial Organization, Hortaçsu and Perrigne (2021) state that
"projects and services are allocated through first-price sealed-bid procurement
auctions or scoring auctions" (p.84), "most procurement auctions are conducted
as sealed-bid first-price (lowest bid) auctions" (p.101), "oil and gas lease are usu-
ally sold through first-price sealed-bid auctions" (p.124). This paper provides
one possible answer for the widespread use of FPSB auctions in such settings.

Throughout the analysis, I assume a standard independent private value
auction setting with symmetric and risk neutral bidders. The focus is on the
distinction between owner and manager and their different utility functions.
The manager’s incentive is modeled as career concerns that increase with the
profit made and that yield a one-time fixed benefit if the auction is won.1 In
contrast, the owner’s utility depends only on the profit. All bidders share the
same organizational setting as an owner and a manager. The paper analyzes
the setting in the four standard auction types: FPSB, SPSB, English, and
Dutch auction. As in the standard setting, the FPSB and Dutch auction are
strategically equivalent and the SPSB and the English auction are strategically
equivalent. Hence, all results for the FPSB auction hold for the Dutch auction,
and all results for the SPSB auction hold for the English auction.

In the first step, I assume that the owner cannot offer any incentive scheme
to affect the managers’s bidding behavior. The manager is motivated by repu-
tational and career concerns only. His utility is composed of a constant fraction
of the owner’s monetary payoff plus an additional utility of winning the auc-

1The approach and idea are related to the literature on the joy of winning (Cooper & Fang,
2008). This literature assumes that a bidder receives a one-time utility bonus if he wins
the auction. The joy of winning is used to explain auction fever/ overbidding, e.g., in eBay
auctions.
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tion. The owner does not or cannot influence the bidding of her manager in
any way. The situation is realistic in some settings and helps to understand the
model’s intuition and general properties. Due to the additional benefit of win-
ning, a manager is incentivized to bid higher than in the standard symmetric
equilibrium and compared to what the owner wants him to bid. The incentive
to overbid is present in the FPSB and the SPSB auction. In this paper, over-
bidding is defined as a bid that is higher than the optimal bid in a standard
setting where there are no additional incentives for the manager. Therefore,
overbidding does not always imply that a bid is higher than the valuation. In
both auction types, the manager bids according to a bidding function equal
to the bidding function in a standard setting plus a fixed amount. The fixed
amount is independent of the valuation and the auction type. The expected
price in both auctions is, therefore, identical. However, the FPSB and SPSB
auctions differ with regards to the risk of a negative profit. In a SPSB auction,
the bid is always higher than the valuation. Hence, the profit can be negative
for every valuation depending on the second highest bid. In a FPSB auction,
the manager bids higher than the valuation only for small valuations.2 He still
overbids, but bids less than the valuation for high valuations. Therefore, the
profit is only negative if a bidder with a small valuation wins.

In the second step, I assume that the owner can punish the manager if the
managers’s bid results in a negative profit for the owner. The manager must
ensure that the auction’s profit is never negative in order not to be penalized.
If the punishment is reasonably harsh, the manager avoids bidding higher than
the valuation in both auction types. In a SPSB auction, the manager bids
exactly the valuation and does not overbid. A bid higher than the valuation
always incurs the risk of a negative profit. In a FPSB auction, a manager avoids
bidding higher than the valuation. A bidder with a value lower than a threshold
bids exactly the valuation because he is primarily interested in maximizing the

2If the career concern mainly depends on winning the auction and not on the profit made, a
manager bids higher than the valuation for every realized valuation.
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probability of winning. For valuations higher than the threshold, he bids less
than the valuation. However, the manager still bids higher than the optimal
bid in a standard setting. Hence, with valuations higher than the threshold, he
makes a positive profit if he wins, but the profit is lower than in the standard
setting. As a result, while the manager will not overbid in a SPSB auction,
he will overbid in a FPSB auction. Hence, the expected price and profit for
the auctioneer is higher in a FPSB auction, and the auctioneer prefers a FPSB
auction over a SPSB auction.

The main idea of why the FPSB auction generates a higher price than a
SPSB auction is related to Che and Gale (1998). The authors show the effect
of budget constrained bidders on the optimal bidding strategy. They find that
the expected price is higher in a FPSB auction. Similar to the main idea of this
paper, the constraint (in their case, a budget constraint) is less restrictive in a
FPSB auction than in a SPSB auction. Since the optimal bid in a FPSB auction
is lower than in a SPSB auction, the budget constraint in a SPSB auction is
binding for more bidders than in a FPSB auction. This paper’s owner/ man-
ager setting contributes to the nascent literature on organizational structures in
auctions. On a general level, this literature analyzes the impact of an organiza-
tional environment with misaligned incentives between an owner and a manager.
Burkett (2015) focuses on the optimal budget constraint an owner should set up
to prevent the manager from overbidding. Malenko and Tsoy (2019) consider
a setting in which an advisor only counsels a buyer, but the buyer still bids in
the auction. Both papers consider an owner who is well informed about the
market but does not know the object’s precise value. Conversely, this paper
examines an owner who lacks information about general market properties and
his valuation for the good. In general, market information is required to make a
sophisticated bid.3 For example, Burkett (2015) assumes that the owner has a

3Bidding in a SPSB auction is an exception to thisin the case of private values. If valuations
are common or affiliated, the optimal bidding strategy in a SPSB auction also relies on
market information like the number of bidders or the distributions the valuations are drawn
from.
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signal about the good’s value that is not as informative as the manager’s signal.
While Burkett (2015) focuses on the owner’s ability to influence the manager’s
bidding through a budget constraint, this paper focuses on the possibility of in-
fluencing the bidding by observing the profit and punishing the manager in case
of a negative profit. Burkett (2015) finds no difference in revenue and efficiency
between FSPB and SPSB auctions for independent valuations. In the case of
affiliated valuations a solution can only be partially characterized. The FPSP
auction is more efficient, while the effect on revenue is ambiguous. Malenko and
Tsoy (2019) present a scenario in which a biased advisor (manager) consults an
uninformed owner. The main difference in this paper is that the buyer controls
the bidding decision. Hence, the theoretical analysis relates to a game of cheap
talk. Malenko and Tsoy (2019) show that standard static auctions like FPSB
and SPSB auctions lead to an equilibrium with communication taking an in-
terval partition form. The distribution of possible valuations is separated into
partitions. The advice within a partition always leads to the same bid by the
owner. They show that all static auctions generate the same expected revenue.
Furthermore, due to its dynamic nature, an English auction outperforms static
auctions in terms of revenue and efficiency. Beyond that, Ausubel, Burkett, and
Filiz-Ozbay (2017) test the model of Burkett (2015) in a laboratory experiment
and find that the FPSB and SPSB auctions are equally efficient. Bichler and
Paulsen (2018) analyze a similar Principal-Agent relationship in the context of
spectrum auctions. They focus on multi-unit auctions.

Section 1.2 outlines a detailed motivation for the model’s main assumptions
by analyzing real world auction examples. It also sets up the model. Sec-
tion 1.3.1 analyzes the model’s implications if the owner cannot punish the
manager for a negative profit. Section 1.3.2 relaxes this assumption and ana-
lyzes the effect of potential punishment. Section 1.4 discusses the implications
of the model and concludes.
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1.2 Model

Section 1.2.1 provides a short overview of empirical observations in auction
settings. This background information serves as the basis for this study and
motivates the assumptions in the model set-up in section 1.2.2.

1.2.1 Motivation and Background

This section highlights four main assumptions underlying this paper’s model.
First, managers may have an incentive to overbid, for example, due to career
concerns or empire-building motives. Second, in many auction settings, only
an expert can value the good or the project. Third, knowing the valuation of
the good is insufficient, as a sound understanding of the market is essential
for a sophisticated bid. Fourth, evaluating the profit of a good or project is
challenging, and it is not always possible to infer from the profit whether the
manager made a reasonable bid.

First, winning an auction might influence the manager’s utility not only
through the realized profit. Additionally, just winning the project might also
be relevant for the manager. The empire-building problem is a well-known
problem in the literature (Jensen, 1986).4 Managers may be incentivized to
increase their department, team, and area of responsibility beyond the optimal
size. These changes expand their power by increasing the resources they control
and thus their salary. Additionally, winning an auction is a signal of success.
It can positively influence the manager’s career prospects within and outside of
the firm, especially if the profit is unobservable or difficult to evaluate.

Second, only an expert can accurately assess the value of a good or project.
For example, in timber or oil auctions, it is hard to estimate the value of a
project without market experience. In timber auctions, tracts of forests are
auctioned and bidders must conduct surveys to evaluate the timber volume of

4Jensen (1986) focuses on the relationship between a manager and an owner of a company,
but the same argument can be made for managers on every level in a company.
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each species in order to estimate their bid (Athey & Levin, 2001). Incomplete
contracts and renegotiations are prevalent in construction projects. Renegoti-
ations have a high potential for bidders to increase their profits later (Bajari,
Houghton, & Tadelis, 2014). Knowledge about these potentials is crucial at the
stage of the auction. In oil auctions, a bidder has to estimate the value after
analyzing the geological condition. Precise knowledge about the regional condi-
tions, extraction amounts of nearby tracts, and broad experience are indispens-
able (Hendricks, Porter, & Tan, 1993). Furthermore, reasonable arguments can
be made supporting the notion that valuations are not independent but rather
affiliated (or common values) in markets such as timber auctions, procurement
of construction projects, oil and gas lease auctions, spectrum auctions, auctions
for financial markets, etc. (Compiani, Haile, & Sant’Anna, 2020; Li & Zhang,
2010).

Third, while knowing one’s valuation is an essential first step, a bidder can
make a sophisticated bid only with sufficient market information. In most auc-
tion settings, the bidding function depends not only on the valuation but also
on market information such as the number of bidders, risk aversion of bidders,
bidder symmetry, and more.5 Only experts have sufficient market information
to discern the potential valuation distributions and other relevant market infor-
mation. In timber auctions, bidders can be distinguished between loggers and
mills (Athey, Levin, & Seira, 2011). Loggers and mills are systematically dif-
ferent. In addition, sealed-bid auctions attract more loggers and generate more
revenue. It is crucial to know whether auction competitors are loggers or mills.
Knowledge of existing asymmetries is also relevant in construction projects.
Bidders can systematically differ according to their distances to the contract
location, job seniority and experience, and levels of risk aversion (Flambard &
Perrigne, 2006). Therefore, knowledge about the market and other bidders is
essential for successfully competing in the auction.

5The SPSB and English auction are an exception to this, but only in the case of private
values.
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Fourth, depending on the project, it is sometimes challenging for an owner
to evaluate potential project profits due to long project durations and internal
fixed costs allocations. In addition, uncertainties about fluctuating costs (e.g.,
wages, raw material), exchange rates, and other project characteristics (Jung
et al., 2019; Kosmopoulou & Zhou, 2014) can further complicate a manager’s
bid quality assessment. Owners may try to avoid unfair punishment and only
punish if they are sure a bid was unreasonable. This paper analyzes both a
setting where the owner completely restrains from punishment (Section 1.3.1)
and a setting where an owner punishes in the case of a negative profit (Section
1.3.2).

1.2.2 Set-up

An auctioneer wants to sell a single object. There are n bidders, N = 1, ...., n,
participating in the auction. Every bidder has a private value vi for the object.6

Each private value v is drawn independently and identically from a uniform
distribution F (v) on [0, 1] with density f(v) = 1. The value for the auctioneer
is 0. Owners, managers and the auctioneer are all risk neutral. The winner of
the auction gains his valuation v and pays the price p; all other bidders gain
nothing. The price p is either determined by the bidder’s bid or by the bid of
the second-highest bidder, depending on the auction format. The owner’s profit
is π = v − p.

The owner pays the manager a fixed wage w̄, which is exogenously deter-
mined by the market. Without loss of generality, the manager’s fixed wage is
set to zero w̄ = 0 in the analysis. The manager’s utility depends on w̄ and
his career concerns. A successful auction helps the manager to make a career
within the firm or to find a better job at a competitor. The manager receives a
fixed utility a by just winning the auction. In addition, the benefit from career
concerns increases with the profit sπ. Factor s demonstrates the importance

6I omit the subscript i when possible and a distinction between owners (or managers) i and
j is not necessary for understanding.
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Owner employs
manager

Auctioneer chooses
auction design

Managers
enter bids

Object is allocated
according to the rules
of the auction format

Figure 1.1: Timeline

of π for his career concerns. The simplest representation of career concerns is
given by hs(a, π) = a + s(π) = a + s(v − p). The incentives a and s are the
same for every manager and common knowledge to every player.

The manager knows v before the auction and is an expert in the market. He
has all the relevant information about the market and knows that all managers’
values are drawn from the distribution F (v). Contrary to the manager, the
owner does not have this information and therefore depends on the manager to
bid in the auction. Figure 1.1 depicts the timeline. Each owner hires a manager
to bid in the auction. The auctioneer decides on the auction design.

The relation between a and s plays a crucial role in the paper’s analysis. The
ratio a/s characterizes the manager’s incentive of winning the auction relative
to earning higher profits for the firm. The following two extreme cases illustrate
this intuition. Assume that a manager is solely interested in winning an auction
(a > 0 and s = 0). In this case, he is only motivated to win the auction but
does not care about the profit. It is optimal for the manager to bid infinitely
high, which results in a profit level of negative infinity for the owner. This
outcome holds for both auction types (i.e. FPSB and SPSB auctions). In the
other extreme case, the manager is only interested in maximizing the profit
(a = 0 and s > 0). Hence, his preferences are perfectly aligned with the owner’s
preferences. He bids according to the standard symmetric bidding strategy
without an additional incentive to win. His bid maximizes the owner’s expected
profit. These two extreme cases indicate that the manager tends to overbid even
for small values of a and, therefore, small values of a/s.

The owner wants to punish a manager for overbidding. However, she also
wants to ensure that she does not make an unfair punishment. An owner can
only be sure that a negative profit is due to overbidding if the profit relies solely
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on the manager’s bid and not on some market uncertainties. If this is the case,
a negative profit is a clear signal for overbidding. The owner then punishes the
manager without the risk of unfair punishment. A setting without the possible
punishment is analyzed in Section 1.3.1. Section 1.3.2 builds on the results of
Section 1.3.1 and studies a setting with possible punishment.

The paper analyzes the delegation of bidding to a manager in the four stan-
dard auction types (i.e., FPSB, SPSB, English, and Dutch auction) in an in-
dependent private values setting. All results and proofs for the FPSB auction
hold for the Dutch auction and all proofs for the SPSB auction hold for the
English auction. Hence, as in the standard case, the FPSB and Dutch auction
and the SPSB and English auction are strategically equivalent.

1.3 Analysis

This paper considers three different cases: 1) a setting without punishment,
2) a setting with punishment, and 3) a standard setting without an additional
utility in case of winning. Section 1.3.1 analyzes a benchmark case where the
owner does not punish a manager for a negative profit. Section 1.3.2 examines
the manager’s optimal bidding strategy if the owner can punish the manager.
Both results are compared to the standard case. The setting is well known from
standard auction literature, without agency problems.

1.3.1 No Punishment

The analysis shows that all managers overbid when they do not fear a punish-
ment. All managers overbid by the same fixed amount, regardless of the type
of auction and value v. Hence, the expected price in both auction formats is
the same. An owner is rational and understands the situation he faces.

SPSB
In the standard case and a SPSB auction, it is a weakly dominant strategy for
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a manager to bid exactly the value (b(v) = v). In this case, when the auction
is won, the profit is always non-negative, and the price depends on the second-
highest bidder. A similar logic applies to the setting of this paper. The manager
has a weakly dominant strategy. Unlike in the standard setting, the optimal
bid b depends not only on v, but also on a and s.

Proposition 1.1. The optimal symmetric bidding strategy in a SPSB auction
with n managers, all of whom have career concerns, is:

b(v)SP SB
NoP unishment = v + a

s
(1.1)

A manager is therefore overbidding by a/s compared to the standard setting.

Proof. Assume that a manager bids b(v) = v + a
s
. By doing so, a manager’s

utility is always non-negative.7 He can deviate from his strategy in two ways.
First, bidding less never increases his utility, but it can decrease it. In this case,
either he wins the auction and gains the same profit, or he loses an auction
he otherwise would have won with a non-negative utility. On the other hand,
the manager might deviate by bidding higher than b. By bidding higher, he
only wins in additional cases in which he receives a negative utility. However,
he does not receive additional utility for cases he would have also won with
bidding b. Therefore, bidding b(v) = v + a

s
is a weakly dominant strategy for

every manager.

Figure 1.2 shows the difference between the optimal bid bSP SB
Standard in a stan-

dard auction setting and a manager’s optimal bid bSP SB
NoP unishment. For every value

v, the manager bids a/s more than in the standard setting. The bidding func-
tion bSP SB

Standard also represents the bidding function that maximizes the profit and
utility of the owner.

7If the second highest bidder j bids the identical amount b(vi) = vi = b(vj), his utility is
ui = 0 (= a + s(vi − c) = a + s(vi − (vi + a

s ))).
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bSPSB
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bSPSB
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s
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Figure 1.2: No Punishment - SPSB

FPSB
As in the SPSB auction, the manager has an incentive to overbid compared
to the standard setting. The analysis is more complex than that of the SPSB
auction. Due to the symmetric managers, the model’s outcome is a Symmet-
ric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium. In a standard setting, a bidder maximizes the
expected profit π(bi) = (vi − bi) · Pr(bi > bj). The bidder chooses the optimal
strategy bi depending on the bids of the other bidders. This equation illustrates
each bidder’s trade-offs. Increasing the bid increases the probability of winning
while decreasing the profit conditional on winning and vice versa. Every man-
ager with the organizational setting of an owner and manager faces the same
problem. He maximizes his expected utility πi(bi) = (s(vi − bi) + a)·Pr(bi > bj)
by taking a and s into consideration.

The optimal bidding function in the standard FPSB auction is bF P SB
Standard.

Compared to this standard setting, the manager’s utility has an additional
component a from winning the auction. Bidding bF P SB

Standard is no longer his best
strategy. Because of the added utility a, he wants to increase his probability of
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winning and accepts that the (monetary) profit is lower in the case of winning.
He bids higher than in the standard case to increase his probability of winning.
Every manager follows the same logic, thus resulting in higher bids.

Proposition 1.2. The optimal symmetric bidding strategy in a FPSB auction
with n managers, all of whom have career concerns, is:

b(v)F P SB
NoP unishment = n − 1

n
v + a

s
(1.2)

A manager is therefore overbidding by a/s compared to the standard setting.8

Proof in the appendix.

Proposition 1.2 and Figure 1.3 demonstrate overbidding by a manager by
a/s. The bidding function is shifted upwards by a/s. For low values, the bid is
higher than the valuation (b > v). Therefore the profit is negative in the case
of winning. To understand the intuition for the shift by a/s, it helps to analyze
a manager with the lowest possible value v = 0.

A bidder in the standard case with a valuation of v = 0 bids bF P SB
Standard(0) =

0 and has an expected utility of 0. Similarly, a manager with v = 0 bids
bF P SB

NoP unishment(0) = a

s
. If he would win, his utility is 0 (= a + s(v − c) =

a + s(0 − a

s
).9 Given a strictly monotonic increasing bidding function, the

expected profit for a bidder with the lowest possible value v = 0 must be 0
due to the 0 probability of winning. If the optimal bid b̂F P SB

NoP unishment(v = 0)
would be smaller than a/s, the bidder with a value v = 0 could deviate from
the strategy b̂F P SB

NoP unishment(v = 0) and bid more to increase his utility. If he bids
an amount between b̂F P SB

NoP unishment(v = 0) and a/s, he gains a positive expected
utility because the probability of winning is positive and his utility in case of

8The optimal bid in a standard setting with a uniform distribution is b(v) = n − 1
n

v.
9A common result in auction theory is that a bidder with the lowest possible valuation has
an expected utility of 0 (Myerson, 1981).
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winning is positive. Hence, a bidding function that is strictly increasing cannot
have an optimal bid for a bidder with the lowest possible value that is smaller
than a/s.

Next, I argue that given every manager bids at minimum a/s, the maxi-
mization problem is similar to a setting without the additional utility a in case
of winning. Assume that the optimal bidding function consists of two parts; a
fixed amount a/s that everybody bids and the function β(v) that depends on the
value v (bF P SB

NoP unishment(v) = β(v) + a
s
). A manager wants to maximize his utility

ui = (s(vi −β(vi)− a
s
)+a) ·Pr(bi > bj) = ((s(vi −β(vi))−a+a) ·Pr(bi > bj) =

(s(v − β(vi)) · Pr(bi > bj). Hence, the problem is similar to a problem where
there is no additional incentive of winning, but the agent only receives a share
s of the profit. Hence, β(v) should be equal to bF P SB

Standard because bF P SB
Standard maxi-

mizes the utility given everybody else bids according to bF P SB
Standard. This logic is

independent of the given distribution function.

v

b
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Figure 1.3: No Punishment - FPSB

In the next step, I compare the expected price in a FPSB and SPSB auction.
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Lemma 1.1. The auction’s expected price when managers are incentivized by
career concerns and face no punishment by the owner is the same for the FPSB
and SPSB auctions.

Proof. In both auctions, all bidders increase their bid by a/s compared to the
equilibrium in a standard setting. In both auction types, the bidding function
is equal to a standard auction setting with values independently and identically
drawn from a distribution with support

[
a
s
, 1 + a

s

]
. We know that the SPSB and

FPSB auctions generate the same expected profit in this context. Furthermore,
the auctioneer is indifferent between these auction types.10

The auctioneer’s profit in the setting with an agency problem on the bidder
side is higher than in a standard setting. The owners suffer from the managers’
overbids as they risk a negative profit. In contrast, the level of overbidding in
this setting does not increase the manager’s utility when compared to a standard
setting. Due to the bidder’s symmetry and the sales managers overbidding, no
manager increases his probability of winning compared to the standard setting.
While a manager receives an additional utility of a in case of winning, he over-
bids by a/s. Thus, the profit reduces by a/s. The negative effect on the utility
of the manager due to the lower profit is a (= (a/s) · s). Hence, both effects
cancel out. The level of a does not influence a manager’s utility.

Depending on the level of a/s, the consequences might be extreme. Over-
bidding would be a common phenomenon. Owners will restrain managers from
participating in an auction if their expected profit is negative. The following
section introduces a scenario in which the owner can punish the manager for a
negative profit. The manager anticipates this and refrains from bidding higher
than v.

10The revenue equivalence theorem (Myerson, 1981) shows that given standard assumptions
the expected revenue of an auction is independent of the auction design. This paper shows
that the FPSB and SPSB auctions have the same expected revenue given this setting.
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1.3.2 Punishment

This section analyzes a scenario in which the owner can punish the manager for
a negative profit. Due to the possibility of punishment, the manager restrains
from bidding higher than the value. This affects the bidding function in the
FPSB and SPSB auctions differently. The manager does not overbid in the
SPSB auction but overbids in the FPSB auction. Hence, the expected price
is higher in the FPSB auction. In many settings, it is reasonable that (after
some time) the owner deduces the profit π of an auction/ project and uses it
as a clear signal to determine if the manager overbid. Therefore, one way to
influence bidding is to punish a manager if the owner identifies a negative profit.

The manager’s utility um changes if the owner punishes him. In case of
a negative profit, the manager suffers a negative utility z due to the owner’s
punishment.

um =


s(v − p) + a in case of winning the auction and if π ≥ 0
s(v − p) + a − z in case of winning the auction and if π < 0
0 else

Any penalty of z > a is sufficient for a manager to bid no higher than v in both
auction types. Every punishment z > a has the same effect on the manager’s
bidding. A punishment z < a may not be strong enough to prevent managers
from bidding higher than the valuation.

Suppose a manager participates in a FPSB auction and is not incentivized
by profits (s = 0). He only cares about his career concerns a and would like to
bid unlimitedly high. If he wins, his utility is negative um = a − z. Therefore
he refrains from bidding higher than v because not bidding or bidding below v

never generates negative utility. When he bids higher than v and s > 0, this
negatively affects his utility because he suffers from negative profit. Therefore,
z > a is sufficient for the manager never to bid b(v) > v.

The results for the SPSB auction are similar; however, the underlying ar-
gument differs. Bidding bi > vi instead of bi = vi only affects the utility of a
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manager i if the second-highest bid b2 is between his bid bi and the valuation vi

(bi > b2 > vi). He then also wins in those cases. The profit is always negative
because b2 > vi. Again, assume s = 0. In the case of bi > b2 > vi, the man-
ager receives additional utility a but loses utility z due to the punishment. If
z > a, the manager never bids higher than vi. If s > 0, there is a second effect
that negatively impacts the manager’s utility upon winning due to the negative
profit.

SPSB
The analysis of a manager in a SPSB auction is straightforward. The manager
wants to bid b(v) = v + a

s
without the punishment. However, the punishment

prevents him from bidding b(v) > v. The optimal bid for a manager is b(v) = v.

Proposition 1.3. The weakly dominant strategy in a SPSB auction with n

managers, all of whom have career concerns and receive punishment z > a in
the case of a negative profit, is:

b(v)SP SB
P unishment = v (1.3)

Proof. A manager can again deviate from strategy b(v) = v in two ways. As
shown before, if a manager bids higher than v (b(v) > v) the profit π is negative
in the cases he additionally wins. Hence, he receives a negative utility due to
the punishment. If he bids less than v (b(v) < v) he could miss out on cases
in which he would have gained positive utility. Hence, it is a weakly dominant
strategy to bid b(v) = v.

If he bids b(v) = v, the owner never makes a negative profit, and the manager
never gets punished. Moreover, the manager bids as the owner wants him to
do. This maximizes the owner’s expected profit.

FPSB
Similar to the setting without punishment, the analysis of the FPSB auction is
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non-trivial. Compared to the SPSB auction with a weakly dominant strategy
for each player, the equilibrium in a FPSB auction is a Symmetric Bayesian
Nash Equilibrium. Thus, each bidder’s strategy affects the optimal bidding
strategy for every other bidder.

To understand the bidding strategy, consider first the optimal bidding strat-
egy without punishment. In this setting, the bidding function is shifted upwards
compared to the bidding function in the standard setting. Given moderate val-
ues of a, this shift results in a negative profit for low values and a positive
profit for high values. A manager with small values is restricted and cannot bid
as high as in the setting without punishment. Bidders with high values could
follow the optimal bidding strategy of the setting without punishment. They
will make a positive profit and will not be punished. However, as bidders with
low valuations are forced to bid less aggressively, bidders with high valuations
adjust their bidding strategies and also bid less aggressively. The bidding strat-
egy consists of two cases. For low values, managers bid their valuation b(v) = v

up to a threshold v̄. For values higher than the threshold, managers bid less
than the valuation but more than in the standard setting.

Proposition 1.4. The optimal symmetric bidding strategy in a FPSB auction
with n managers, all of whom have career concerns and receive punishment
z > a in case of a negative profit, consists of two parts. The threshold value is
given by v̄ = (n − 1)a

s
.

b(v)F P SB
P unishment =


v, v ≤ v̄

n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1 , v > v̄

Proof in the appendix.

Lemma 1.2. The bidding function b(v)F P SB
P unishment in a FPSB auction and man-

agers incentivized by career concerns is monotonic increasing and always higher
than the bidding function b(v)F P SB

Standard in the standard setting.
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Proof in the appendix.
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testFigure 1.4: Punishment - FPSB

Up to threshold v̄, the additional career concerns a are high enough that
a manager maximizes his utility through increasing the probability of winning
and accepting a zero profit. Therefore, he bids as high as possible without being
punished. He overbids compared to the equilibrium in the standard setting (see
Figure 1.4). Managers with a value greater than v̄ bid lower than the valuation
v and make a positive profit in the case of winning. This results in a positive
profit for the owner. Still, the manager is bidding higher than in the standard
setting (v ≥ bF P SB

P unishment > bF P SB
Standard). For all positive values of v, a, s and n,

the manager bids higher than the owner desires (see Appendix A.3.1).
Mathematically, the threshold can be greater than 1 (v̄ > 1). If this is the

case, all managers bid equal to the value b(v) = v independent of their valuation.
The threshold value v̄ increases with high competition (n), high career concerns
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(a), and low interest in profit (s).

Proposition 1.5. The auction’s expected price is higher in a FPSB than in
SPSB auction when managers are incentivized by career concerns and there is
a possibility of punishment by the owner.

Proof. The possibility of punishment has different effects on the FPSB and
SPSB auctions. Both auctions prevent the manager from bidding higher than
the valuation. Hence, in a SPSB auction, a manager does not overbid. In the
FPSB auction, a manager overbids because his bid is higher than the optimal
bid in the standard setting. The manager can overbid without getting punished
by the owner. The profit would be the same in both auction types if the optimal
bidding function were similar to the bidding function in the respective standard
setting. The bidding function in the FPSB auction is always higher than in the
standard setting. Hence the expected price is higher in a FPSB than in a SPSB
auction.

The FPSB auction generates higher revenue for the auctioneer and, there-
fore, is preferred by him. On the contrary, both owners and managers prefer
a SPSB auction over a FPSB auction if s > 0 and a > 0. The manager’s
preference seems rather surprising. The manager’s utility depends on the profit
and the utility in case of winning a. Given v, the probability of winning is the
same in both auction types due to symmetry between bidders. However, the
expected profit is higher in a SPSB auction.

1.4 Discussion

There are two primary motivations for this paper. First, this study analyzes
auction outcomes when the manager’s interests are not fully aligned with the
owner’s preferences. Second, it presents one reason for the widespread use of
FPSB auctions if the seller can choose the auction format. Both motivations are
found in complex real world auction settings (e.g., timber, oil, construction, and
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many more). The analysis shows that without any control by the owner in the
form of punishment, overbidding is present in both FPSB and SPSB auctions.
However, if the owner can punish a manager for negative profits, the effect
differs between auction types. In both auction types, the threat of punishment
prevents a manager from bidding higher than the valuation. Hence, a manager is
bidding equal to the valuation in a SPSB auction. In a FPSB auction, however,
the manager bids higher than in a standard setting but still less or equal to
the valuation. Thus, the expected price is higher in the FPSB auction, and the
auctioneer prefers a FPSB auction.

It is interesting to explore the case where career concerns are endogenous.
The result with punishment in Section 1.3.2 highlights that managers prefer a
SPSB auction over a FPSB auction given career concerns a. The auctioneer
decides the auction format, and it is hard for a manager to influence that
decision. In contrast, managers might be able to influence the career concerns
structure. For example, winning an auction is only taken as a signal of success
due to the lack of transparency in the observation and interpretation of the
profit. Managers could reduce this informational advantage. This would result
in a higher focus on the gained profit (higher s) and less on whether an auction
was won or not (lower a). Hence, what level of a does a manager prefer given
a FPSB auction? Showing that a high level of a is beneficial for a manager
suggests that career concerns persist over time. The results in Section 1.3.1
show that the level of a has no effect on the utility of a manager in a FPSB
auction. The positive effect of a higher a and the negative effect of a reduced
profit due to overbidding cancel each other out for a manager. In the setting
with punishment, the manager’s overbidding is restricted. An increase of a has a
weaker effect on the level of overbidding than in a setting without punishment.
Given a value v, the optimal bid for a manager with punishment is always
lower than in the setting without punishment (bF P SB

NoP unishment > bF P SB
P unishment).11

Comparing the setting with and without punishment, an increase of a still has

11Except for a bidder with value v = 0
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the same positive effect on the manager’s utility, but the negative effect of
reduced profits is smaller in the setting with punishment. The manager cannot
overbid by the same amount as in the setting without punishment. Hence, a
higher level of a is better for a manager given the possibility of punishment.

One natural follow-up is to analyze the optimal contract from the owner’s
perspective. It seems reasonable that the first-best contract for an owner to
offer is a contract that includes a monetary penalty in case of winning the
auction that is equal to the one-time utility of winning a. This aligns both
the manager and owner’s preferences. However, this option seems unreasonable
given a standard principal-agent model in which the principal wants to motivate
the agent with a high salary to provide high effort. Most sales contracts pay
a bonus in case of success (Joseph & Kalwani, 1998). Managers must work
hard in order to be successful at an auction and the owner wants to incentivize
the manager to exert this extra effort. Considering both effects, what is the
best contract an owner can offer a manager, and what are other options for
influencing her manager’s bids?



Chapter 2

Everyone likes to be liked –
Experimental Evidence for
Reciprocal Preferences1

2.1 Introduction

We often prefer to interact with individuals who also want to interact with us.
For example, applicants may reconsider a job offer after learning they were not
the first-choice candidate.2 They may realize that an employer who does not
favor them will be less invested in their relationship, or they may be less willing
to invest in such a relationship themselves. We say that individuals who prefer
to be matched with a partner who wants to be matched to them have reciprocal
preferences.

Reciprocal preferences are especially relevant in matching markets because
they impair efficiency. In many markets, participants (such as schools3) want

1This chapter is based on joint work with Timm Opitz.
2See https://www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/01/20/im-the-second-choice-candidate-
should-i-still-take-the-job, accessed 07/18/2022.

3Concerns were raised when it came to changes in the school admission system that had left
principals uninformed about students’ rankings of the schools (see https://www.nytimes.
com/2004/11/19/education/council-members-see-flaws-in-schooladmissions-plan.html, ac-
cessed 07/18/2022).
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to know others’ preferences before submitting their ranking to the mechanism.
Because preferences are typically not disclosed, existing mechanisms may be
modified to incorporate them nonetheless. These changes can lead to inefficient
market outcomes. For example, it became common for German universities to
only accept medical students who had ranked the respective university favor-
ably until the Federal Constitutional Board prohibited such practices.4 Early
admission represents a more subtle form for universities to admit highly inter-
ested students. Avery and Levin (2010) show that “early admissions programs
give students an opportunity to signal this enthusiasm.” Opitz and Schwaiger
(2022b) show theoretically that reciprocal preferences impair stability in cen-
tralized matching mechanisms. For this, it is enough that agents observe the
final matching and update their beliefs about others’ preferences. This may lead
agents to break up their match, contradicting the main objective of matching
markets to establish stable relationships. In decentralized markets, recipro-
cal preferences may make it impossible for the decision-maker to fill a vacancy
(Antler, 2019). Although anecdotal evidence and theory suggest that reciprocal
preferences affect efficiency in matching markets, we cannot isolate them as the
cause, because true preferences are not identifiable in observational data.

In this study, we identify reciprocal preferences and their impact on match-
ing markets through a laboratory experiment. The experimental setting al-
lows us to manipulate participants’ information sets. We test whether agents’
preferences are sensitive to information about others’ preferences and analyze
preference changes associated with this information. We quantify their impact
on the stability of matching markets and differentiate underlying mechanisms.
We hypothesize that participants prefer a partner who ranks them favorably
(Aronson & Worchel, 1966; Montoya & Horton, 2012). Therefore, participants
change their preference order after learning how others ranked them, which
leads to instability in the matching market.

4For the ruling in Germany see BVerfG, 1 BvL 3/14 (2017). Many institutions have similar
procedures, such as Trinity College in Toronto, which only accepts students who rank the
college first.
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In the experiment, participants form two-person teams for a Public Goods
Game (PGG) through a centralized matching mechanism. During the team-
formation stage, participants interact in groups of eight, split equally into two
market sides. Based on personality questionnaire responses, participants indi-
cate with whom from the other market side they would like to play the PGG.
They submit a rank-ordered list of potential partners from the other market
side to a centralized Deferred Acceptance (DA) mechanism. The DA mech-
anism theoretically achieves stable allocations in two-sided matching markets
(Gale & Shapley, 1962). In our treatment (Info), one side of the market receives
information about with whom they are tentatively matched and how their po-
tential partners rank them. In our baseline (No-Info), this market side never
learns how their potential partners rank them and only sees with whom they are
tentatively matched. In both treatments, they can subsequently change their
preference list, resubmit it to the mechanism, and may get a new partner as a
result. Afterward, the matched partners play a standard PGG, which captures
the essential trade-off between collectively beneficial but individually costly con-
tributions to a public good. This design allows us to understand the effects of
reciprocal preferences on the stability of matching markets and investigates the
underlying mechanisms.

We develop a stylized behavioral model to study two mechanisms for the
emergence of reciprocal preferences in cooperative settings. The first channel
is belief-based. It assumes that agents expect partners who like to be matched
with them to be more cooperative (i.e., they expect their partner to contribute
more in the PGG). The belief that favorable preferences signal a higher match-
specific payoff provides a profit-maximizing rationale for reciprocal preferences.
The second channel is preference-based. This channel posits that agents are
more altruistic when matched with those who like them. As a consequence,
they prefer to be more cooperative themselves (i.e., they contribute more in
the PGG). Both channels imply that being matched with a partner who ranks
the agent favorably spurs a higher utility, thereby providing a foundation for
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reciprocal preferences. This experiment allows us to test both channels.
Our outcome variables are derived from the team-formation stage and the

PGG. The first set of outcome variables investigates the effect of reciprocal pref-
erences on stability. Achieving stable outcomes is key to matching mechanisms
and implies Pareto efficiency (Gale & Shapley, 1962); Opitz and Schwaiger
(2022b) show that reciprocal preferences can lead to instability when agents
update their beliefs about others’ preferences after the allocation of the mech-
anism.5 We analyze whether participants change their preference order once
they learn how they are ranked by their potential partners, whether these pref-
erence changes are indicative of reciprocal preferences, and how this affects
stability. The second set of outcome variables is based on subsequent behavior
in the PGG and sheds light on belief-based and preference-based mechanisms
underlying reciprocal preferences. We test whether reciprocal preferences are
belief-based by analyzing incentivized beliefs about the partner’s contributions
to the PGG. To test the preference-based mechanism, we focus on conditional
contribution decisions. In these decisions, we isolate altruism from the beliefs
about a partner’s contribution.

The main results can be summarized as follows: First, agents adjust their
preferences significantly more often when they observe their potential partners’
preferences (Info) than when they do not (27.67 vs. 9.67 percent). We find
that preference adjustments in Info are consistent with reciprocal preferences.
Participants rank those who rank them favorably higher than those who do
not - they like to be liked. Second, these preference adjustments translate into
significantly more unstable matchings in Info than in No-Info (40.00 vs. 10.67
percent). This outcome provides strong evidence that reciprocal preferences
can inhibit the desired functioning of matching mechanisms. Third, our re-
sults indicate that both belief-based and preference-based motivations underlie

5Updating can either happen through directly learning others’ preferences (as in the experi-
mental design), or more subtly through observing the final matching and being able to make
inferences about the underlying preferences that led to the matching. For a detailed analysis,
see Opitz and Schwaiger (2022b).
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reciprocal preferences. We show that participants hold (accurate) beliefs that
someone who likes to be matched with them will be more cooperative. In this
sense, revealed preferences signal the future value of the match, providing a
profit-maximizing rationale for working with someone who likes you. In addi-
tion, we find evidence that participants act more altruistically towards those
who indicated a preference towards them, providing support for a preference-
based foundation. Lastly, the possibility of incorporating the potential partners’
preferences into decision-making results in higher average cooperation and prof-
its.

Our findings contribute to a better understanding of matching markets, team
formation, and team behavior. First, we contribute to the growing experimen-
tal literature on matching markets (see Hakimov & Kübler, 2021, for a review).
This literature attempts to uncover factors that limit the efficient functioning
of matching markets because they affect agents’ strategies. We are the first to
study reciprocal preferences experimentally, and investigate whether outcomes
of the DA mechanism remain stable. In this way, we test the empirical sta-
bility of the DA mechanism when others’ preferences are revealed. Closest to
this is previous work on the impacts of information about other participants’
preference profiles in one-sided (Pais & Pintér, 2008) and two-sided centralized
markets (Pais, Pintér, & Veszteg, 2011) on truth-telling. While these papers
center on the extent to which agents use additional information to misrepre-
sent their preferences strategically across mechanisms, we are interested in the
causal effect of knowing one’s rank in the preference order of potential partners
on stability.

Second, we contribute to social preferences, team formation, and cooperation
literature. Individuals often prefer to interact and team up with agents who are
similar to them, which is known as homophily (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, &
Cook, 2001). Homophily can be observed in experimental settings (R. Chen &
Gong, 2018; Currarini & Mengel, 2016), as well as economic settings (i.e., the
choice of co-workers and entrepreneurial teams (Boss et al., 2021; Hedegaard
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& Tyran, 2018)). Self-selected teams display higher satisfaction, collaborative
spirit, and effort (Boss et al., 2021; R. Chen & Gong, 2018), while results
on performance are mixed.6 We contribute to the organizational literature on
efficient team formation by highlighting the role of reciprocal preferences. We
show that for an individual not only the similarity with their potential team
partners matters, but also their partners’ preferences.

Moreover, individuals are more likely to cooperate with those they perceive
as similar and those who are generous towards them. An individual’s prosocial
behavior depends on group characteristics and behavior. People are more coop-
erative if they perceive others to belong to the same group (Akerlof & Kranton,
2000), where social identity may either be fostered through previous interaction
(Eckel & Grossman, 2005), or by a shared preference (e.g., Y. Chen & Li, 2009,
with a minimal group paradigm). Consequently, social proximity can overcome
market imperfections (Chandrasekhar, Kinnan, & Larreguy, 2018; Jain, 2020),
leading to higher levels of altruism (Goeree et al., 2010; Leider et al., 2009).
Conversely, mutual dislike often hinders team behavior (Gerhards & Kosfeld,
2020). Our paper investigates one mechanism underlying these findings and
causally identifies the effect of others’ preferences on behavior. People treat
those who have been generous towards them more favorably (Akerlof, 1982). We
extend the recent literature on reciprocity towards non-monetary gifts (Bradler
et al., 2016; Kube, Maréchal, & Puppe, 2012). We show that interpersonal
preferences are another currency of reciprocity, most closely related to the idea
in R. Dur (2009) that “employees care more for their manager when [...] their
manager cares for them”.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2.2 presents our experimental
design, Section 2.3 outlines our hypotheses and results on reciprocal prefer-
ences and the matching stage. Section 2.4 illustrates the underlying mecha-
nisms through a stylized model, and investigates these mechanisms empirically.

6See Horwitz and Horwitz (2007) for a broader discussion on homophily and (workplace)
performance.
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Finally, we discuss and conclude in Section 2.5.

2.2 Experimental Design

Research Questions Through our experimental design, we examine three
main research questions. First, do participants display reciprocal preferences?
Second, do reciprocal preferences lead to instability in matching markets? Third,
what are the mechanisms underlying the change in stated preferences? To ad-
dress these questions causally, we exogenously manipulate information struc-
tures between treatments. This provides us with the necessary variation that
observational data cannot give us to identify reciprocal preferences, their un-
derlying mechanisms, and their implications for matching markets.

Overview The pre-registered experiment consists of three main parts.7 Part
I collects self-reported personality data. In Part II, participants form two-player
teams through a centralized matching mechanism and play a PGG within the
formed dyads. Participants indicate with whom they would like to team up
based on their potential partner’s personality profiles from Part I. In Part II,
we compare behavior under two information structures in a between-subject
design. In the treatment condition (Info), participants on one side of the market
learn how their potential partners ranked them before submitting their final
preference ranking. On the other hand, in No-Info, participants never know
how their potential partners ranked them. Part III elicits beliefs about the
PGG contribution of their team partner and collects control variables. The
design is visualized in Figure 2.1.

Part I All participants fill out a personality questionnaire with 15 items on
a four-point Likert scale. It contains five statements each on personality traits,
preferred leisure activities, and societal opinions (see Appendix B.4.2 for the

7The preregistration of our design, as well as a detailed pre-analysis plan can be found at
AEARCTR-0007551.

https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/trials/7551
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Part I Part II Part III

Questionnaire Ranking

No-Info: Disclo-
sure of partner

Info: Disclosure of
partner + Rank in

receivers’ preference lists

Adjustment
of Ranking PGG Beliefs Controls

Repeated 5 times

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Figure 2.1: Design Overview

complete questionnaire).

Part II Participants are randomly assigned to one of two roles. Half take the
role of proposers, half the role of receivers.8 Four proposers interact with four
receivers in each matching market. The matching mechanism forms four teams,
consisting of one proposer and one receiver. This procedure is the same in every
matching market. Part II consists of three steps.

Step 1 Proposers and receivers submit a rank-ordered list of their potential
partners. Proposers rank the four receivers in their matching market according
to the desirability to be matched with them and vice versa. Teams are tenta-
tively formed through the centralized DA mechanism (Gale & Shapley, 1962),
which matches one proposer with one receiver for the upcoming PGG.9 Partic-
ipants submit their preferences based on questionnaire responses from Part I.
Each proposer in the matching market sees the same five randomly chosen an-
swers from each receiver. The receivers see the answers to five different questions
randomly selected among the remaining ones.10 After the participants submit

8In the beginning of Part II, participants are informed about their role, and receive detailed in-
structions on the procedures of the team-formation process and the PGG (see Appendix B.4).

9This means that we study a setting of two-sided matching in a one-to-one matching market,
often referred to as a marriage market following Gale and Shapley (1962).

10The intuition for sharing distinct questions is to minimize the initial correlations between
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their rank-ordered lists, the DA mechanism implements the tentative allocation.

Step 2 Proposers can submit a revised preference list to the DA mecha-
nism. We vary the information between our two treatments Info and No-Info.
In No-Info, proposers see with whom they have been matched in the first step.
In Info, a proposer receives additional information on how all receivers ranked
him. After examining this information, proposers decide on whether to revise
their preference list and re-submit it to the DA mechanism. Receivers do not
play an active role in this step as their preferences remain fixed. Furthermore,
they do not receive any information about the proposer’s actions during this
step of the experiment. Proposers know that receivers never learn about pro-
posers’ preferences (and changes thereof).

Step 3 The formed dyads play a two-player PGG in the final step of Part
II. Both partners receive an initial endowment of 10 Taler (experimental cur-
rency) and can either allocate it to a private account or contribute to a public
account. The contributed amount of each partner ci ∈ {0, 1, ..., 10} is referred to
as the unconditional contribution. The sum of both players’ contributions to the
public good is multiplied by 1.5, and divided equally between the two. This leads
to the following payoff function for a participant i: πi = 10− ci +0.75∗ (ci + cj).
The marginal per capita return of 0.75 implies that free-riding (ci = 0) is the
dominant strategy from an individual perspective. However, since the sum
of marginal returns is greater than 1, contributing the entire endowment of
10 Taler maximizes the team surplus. In addition to the unconditional con-
tribution, proposers also fill in a table indicating their contribution for every
possible contribution of their matched partner, referred to as their conditional
contributions (Fischbacher, Gächter, & Fehr, 2001). Receivers only state their

preferences. If similarity is a relevant determinant for the choice of a partner (homophily),
different questions provide different information about similarity, which reduces the correla-
tion of preferences. In the extreme of perfect correlation, everyone is already matched with
the partner they prefer most and that prefers them most, such that reciprocal preferences
do not affect the outcome.
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unconditional contribution.11 The final payoff for the receiver depends on the
stated unconditional contributions of both players. The final payoff for the pro-
poser depends on the receiver’s unconditional contribution and on the proposers
conditional or unconditional contribution.

Part III We complement the contributions to the PGG with incentivized
point beliefs about partner’s unconditional contribution, for both proposers
and receivers (Gächter, Kölle, & Quercia, 2017). We do not announce the belief
elicitation before, to rule out that expectations about the ability to judge the
behavior of another player influence preference submission.

We also elicit proxies for cognitive ability, loss attitudes, and socio-demo-
graphic controls. Proposers with higher cognitive abilities may be more likely to
perceive receivers’ preferences as signals for their contribution and adjust their
preferences strategically. To control for this, we use Raven’s Matrices.12 Partic-
ipants are given 5 minutes to complete increasingly difficult Raven’s Matrices,
scored on the number of correct answers minus the number of incorrect an-
swers. High degrees of loss aversion may make participants less likely to adjust
their preferences if they feel attached to their current partner. Although un-
likely given the information sets of participants in our experiment, (expectation-
based) loss aversion may influence initial reporting strategies (Meisner & von
Wangenheim, 2021). Hence, we elicit an incentivized measure of loss aversion
in risky choices (Gächter, Johnson, & Herrmann, 2022). Before concluding the
experiment, participants complete a short socio-demographic questionnaire.

11This circumvents the problem with conditional contributions that the standard (unique)
Nash-Equilibrium of not contributing anything requires common knowledge of rationality
(Fischbacher, Gächter, & Fehr, 2001, Footnote 6). In light of a substantial fraction of
conditional cooperators in previous PGG experiments, we do not want to assume this
and let receivers only make an unconditional contribution decision (which is known to the
proposers).

12The Raven’s Matrices test is a leading non-verbal measure of analytic intelligence, test scores
are associated with the degree of sophistication in the beauty contest (Gill & Prowse, 2016),
in manipulable matching mechanisms (Basteck & Mantovani, 2018), as well as with more
accurate beliefs (Burks et al., 2009).
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Repetitions We repeat Part II five times. During each repetition, partici-
pants play within a new matching market of randomly selected participants.
Roles as proposer or receiver remain constant across rounds. To minimize the
influence of earlier rounds on later rounds, participants do not receive feedback
between rounds. Furthermore, by displaying only a subset of questionnaire
responses in each round and randomly assigning participants to matching mar-
kets, we minimize the possibility that participants may identify others across
rounds.

Payoffs and Incentive Compatibility One round of the PGG is randomly
chosen to be payoff relevant. Participants earn money through their final payoff
from the PGG (determined by their own and their partner’s contribution choice)
in one of the five rounds. For proposers, we randomize whether their conditional
or their unconditional contribution is implemented. Through the compensation
in the PGG, we incentivize the submission of truthful rank-ordered lists. To
guarantee that both the initial submission, as well as the potentially revised
preference order are incentive compatible, one of the two is implemented with
equal probability to determine the final matching. We incentivize the point
beliefs about their partner’s contributions. Participants receive a fixed amount
if their stated belief corresponds to the actual unconditional contribution, and
they receive no payment otherwise. Additionally, participants are paid based on
their performance in the Raven’s matrices task and the loss attitudes elicitation.

Setting and Sample Size The experiment was conducted at the Munich Ex-
perimental Laboratory for Economic and Social Sciences (MELESSA). In total,
235 student participants participated in the experiment. The participants were
recruited using the online system ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). The experiment was
programmed with the software oTree (D. Chen, Schonger, & Wickens, 2016).
We conducted 10 sessions (5 sessions per treatment, each with the desired num-
ber of 24 participants). On average, participants earned 21.5 EUR (including a
show-up fee of 6 EUR), and the experiment lasted around 80 minutes.
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2.3 Reciprocal Preferences and the Instability

of Matching Markets

Our design reflects the theory that proposers adjust their preferences in Info to
be matched with a receiver who wants to be matched with them, which in turn
leads to a different matching outcome (instability). In pre-registered analyses,
we test whether proposers adjust their preferences more often in Info, whether
these adjustments lead to higher instability, and whether they display reciprocal
preferences. Exploratory analyses that were not pre-registered are marked as
such.

2.3.1 Instability of the Deferred Acceptance Mechanism

Proposers change their individual preferences more often when they see their
potential partners’ preferences (Info) compared to when they do not see the re-
ceivers’ preferences (No-Info). Regression analysis in Table B.1 in Appendix B.2
confirms that the fraction of preference adjustments is significantly higher in
Info.

Result 2.1. The fraction of preference adjustments in Info is 27.67 percent,
while it is only 9.67 percent in No-Info. This difference is significant (p < 0.01;
Mann-Whitney-U test (MWU)).

As a consequence of more frequent preference adjustments, the fraction of
matching markets where the rematching outcome changes after the rematching
stage is larger under Info. Instability of a matching is defined at the matching
market level. We compute the resulting matching with both the initial and the
(potentially) revised preference list. A matching is stable when both resulting
matchings are the same (i.e., if all participants are matched to the same partner).
Otherwise, a matching is unstable. This implies that a matching market is
unstable if at least one of the proposers changed their preferences list, and this
change led to a different market outcome. A change in reported preferences
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leads to a different outcome only if it results in a proposer-receiver pair that
prefers to be matched to each other compared to their current match. The
fraction of unstable matchings is substantially larger under Info than under
No-Info13 Hence, a matching market is nearly four times more often unstable
under Info than under No-Info.

Result 2.2. There is significantly higher instability in Info than in No-Info.
The fraction of unstable matching markets in Info is 40.00 percent; it is only
10.67 percent in No-Info (p < 0.01;χ2 test).

Thus, we conclude that proposers are more likely to adjust their preference
ranking when they see the preferences of receivers, leading to instability in the
DA mechanism.

2.3.2 Reciprocal Preferences and Preference Adjustments

Proposer’s preference changes indicate the presence of reciprocal preferences.
For each preference adjustment, we can classify whether it is consistent with
the participants having reciprocal preferences or not. A proposer’s preference
adjustment is considered consistent if the preference order changes, and the
(now) more favorably ranked receiver(s) gives a strictly better rank to the pro-
poser compared to the (now) less favorably ranked receiver(s). Formally, this
requires that if ProposerP switches the position of ReceiverR and ReceiverS,
and ReceiverR was the initially more preferred candidate, then ProposerP must
have been ranked strictly better by ReceiverS than by ReceiverR.14

Our results strongly support that preference adjustments largely reflect re-
ciprocal preferences, and do not reflect proposers’ (unsuccessful) attempts to
game the strategy-proof mechanism.15 In Info, 73.68 percent of the adjust-
13This implies around 24.67 percent of the participants are matched to a new partner in Info,

while the fraction is 5.67 percent in No-Info (p < 0.001; MWU).
14For a formal introduction of reciprocal preferences into matching markets, we refer the

interested reader to Opitz and Schwaiger (2022b).
15This implies that these changes are also not driven by experimenter demand effects or signal

confusion of participants on how to integrate the new information into their choices.
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ments are consistent with reciprocal preferences. This compares to a fraction
of 20.69 in No-Info where participants could not systematically react to others’
preferences.16 The difference between both conditions is significant (p<0.001;
MWU). Table B.2 in Appendix B.2 confirms these findings through a logit re-
gression, documenting a significantly higher likelihood of a consistent preference
adjustment (compared to an inconsistent adjustment or none) in Info, both in
a uni-variate regression (Column 1) and when adding individual-level controls
(Column 2).17

A more detailed exploratory analysis of the determinants of preference ad-
justments supports the conjecture that proposers’ preference adjustments reflect
reciprocal preferences (see Table B.4 in Appendix B.3). First, the more favor-
ably a proposer ranks their initial partner, the lower the likelihood that the
proposer will adjust preferences. This holds true both in No-Info (Column 1)
and Info (Columns 2 & 3). Second, receivers’ preferences matter when deciding
whether to adjust the preference ranking in Info. Being liked by the matched
receiver lowers the likelihood that a proposer adjusts their preferences. At the
same time, being a preferred candidate by other (non-matched) receivers in-
creases the likelihood of adjusting preferences. Column 2 shows that a more

16If participants switched the position of two receivers in the preference lists randomly, we
would expect 20.9% of the adjustments to be consistent with reciprocal preferences by
chance. 24 out of 29 preference adjustments in No-Info are such that (only) two receivers
switch their position. In more complex cases, the probability of a random adjustment being
consistent with reciprocal preferences is even lower.

17In the loss attitude task (Gächter, Johnson, & Herrmann, 2022) individuals are asked to
choose between no payment and a risky lottery with one negative and one positive outcome.
Every individual makes several decisions. We keep the positive outcome fixed at 6 Euro, the
negative outcomes varies between a loss of 2 and 7 Euro. 2.55 percent of the participants
maximize expected payoffs. While the fraction of participants accepting negative expected
earnings is negligible (1.28 percent), the vast majority of the participants reject gambles
with a positive expected value. The modal response is to accept gambles when the expected
value is larger than 2 EUR and reject them otherwise. Loss aversion is defined as the lottery
where a participant switches from accepting to rejecting it. For example, if a participant
accepts all lotteries, this is coded as 1. If a participant accepts no lottery, this is coded
as 7. Cognitive ability is calculated by the number of correctly solved matrices, minus the
number of incorrectly solved ones. Out of 10 matrices, participants achieve an average net
score of 6.23. 2.55 percent of participants did not solve any matrix correctly, while 5.53
percent solved all 10 matrices correctly.
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favorable average rank by the non-matched receivers increases the likelihood of
adjusting the preference ranking; Column 3 confirms this pattern by estimating
the effect of the best rank received by one of the other three receivers. That
proposers in Info are less likely to adjust preferences when their matched part-
ner ranked them favorably, and more likely when the other potential partners
ranked them favorably is entirely consistent with reciprocal preferences.

Result 2.3. Preference adjustments are largely reflective of reciprocal prefer-
ences in Info, as 73.68 percent of the adjustments are consistent with reciprocal
preferences (while this fraction is only 20.69 percent in No-Info).

Beyond establishing that information about others’ preferences leads to
higher instability, and that the preference changes are consistent with recip-
rocal preferences, our design allows us to pin down the underlying reasons for
these preference changes.

2.4 Mechanisms Underlying Reciprocal Pref-

erences

In this section, we analyze the reasons underlying reciprocal preferences using a
theoretical model, which we then test empirically. In Section 2.4.1, we derive the
optimal strategy of a proposer in a stylized version of the experimental Info con-
dition and differentiate between belief-based and preference-based mechanisms.
In Sections 2.4.2-2.4.4, we put the model’s assumptions and implications to the
empirical test.

2.4.1 Theoretical Framework

Two proposers (he) p ∈ {P, Q} and two receivers (she) r ∈ {R, S} participate
in a simplified version of the matching market. The DA mechanism forms two
teams, each with one proposer and one receiver, to play a PGG.18 In this model,
18Section 2.2 offers a detailed description of the PGG and the DA mechanism.
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we allow proposers to be altruistic. Each proposer cares about their own direct
(monetary) utility up(π(cp, cr)) which depends on the monetary payoff π(cp, cr).
The monetary payoff π(cp, cr) is determined by both partners’ contributions
cp,r ∈ [0, 10]. Selfish proposers (ap = 0) follow a profit-maximizing strategy and
free-ride (cp = 0). Altruistic proposers (ap ≥ 0) care not only about their own
direct (monetary) utility, but also about their matched partner’s direct utility
(ur). The level of altruism ap ∈ [0, 1) towards the receiver depends on how
likable the proposer perceives the receiver to be.

The core of our experimental treatment Info is that applicants learn how
receivers rank them. We make two main assumptions about why this matters.
Fist, we assume that the level of altruism is determined by the proposer’s initial
assessment of the receiver (lp), and on how likable the receiver perceives him
(lr) to be. A higher level of lp and lr increases the level of altruism.19 In other
words, we assume that agents are more altruistic towards partners they like
(Leider et al., 2009) and that “receiving information that another is attracted
to you is a powerful determinant of liking” (Montoya & Horton, 2012). In our
context, we assume that the receiver’s rank is informative about lr.20

Assumption 2.1. Preference-based mechanism: The level of altruism (ap) in-
creases in lr.

Second, we assume that a proposer expects a receiver who ranked him fa-
vorably to contribute more to the PGG.21

Assumption 2.2. Belief-based mechanism: The belief about a receiver’s con-
tributions (ĉr) increase in lr.

The direct (monetary) utility function up,r is positive, monotonically in-
creasing, continuous, and concave in the monetary payoff πp,r and has the same
19We assume that lr,p is a natural number.
20This is somewhat related to the idea of R. Dur (2009) that agent i’s altruism towards

another agent j depends the altruism of agent j towards agent i (which agent i infers from
some action of agent j).

21For simplicity, we assume that the proposer knows the contribution cr after observing lr.
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functional form for all agents. The adjusted utility of a proposer is given by:22

vp = up(πp(cp, cr)) + ap(lp, lr) · ur(πr(cp, cr))

The model illustrates 1) how a proposer optimally selects his partner and 2)
how he decides about his contributions to the PGG. The timing of the model
mirrors our experimental design in Info. First, proposers and receivers submit
their preferences to a mechanism. At this point, the proposer has no informa-
tion about lr, his belief is the same for both receivers (l̂R = l̂S). This implies
that proposers base their decision solely on lp. Then, proposers learn the true
preferences of both receivers (lR, lS). As proposers have (a priori) no informa-
tion about lr, a first-place ranking provides a weakly positive update about
lr while a second-place ranking presents a weakly negative update about lr.
Afterwards, proposers can adjust their ranking and play the PGG with their
matched receiver. We solve the model by backward induction, first describ-
ing the contribution decisions before examining the implications for preference
changes.

When matched with a receiver, a proposer optimizes by choosing his con-
tribution to the PGG. Increasing the contribution level lowers his monetary
outcome while raising the matched receiver’s payoff. The proposer’s adjusted
utility is maximized if the decrease in his marginal direct utility equals the
increase in the matched receiver’s marginal utility times the altruism factor
towards her (altruism utility).

max
cp

vp : up(πp(cp, cr) + ap(lp, lr) · ur(πr(cp, cr) (2.1)

∂vp

∂cp

= ∂up

∂cp︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+ ap(lp, lr) · ∂ur

∂cp︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

= 0 (2.2)

22The idea of direct (monetary) utility and adjusted utility is first described by Levine (1998).
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Following the optimization problem of the proposer23, we give a short overview
of the model’s main propositions. These proofs can be found in Appendix B.1.

Proposition 2.1. An increase in lr has a non-negative effect on the contribution
of a proposer cp.

We assume that the level of altruism ap (Assumption 2.1) and belief about
the receiver’s contribution ĉr (Assumption 2.2) increase in lr. If lr increases,
both channels then increase the proposer’s contribution cp given an interior so-
lution. First, as the level of altruism ap increases, a proposer benefits more from
the receiver’s monetary payoff. Hence, the proposer’s contribution cp increases.
Second, the higher contribution of the receiver decrease the proposer’s marginal
direct (monetary) utility and increase the receiver’s marginal direct monetary
utility. To equalize these marginal benefits (weighted by the altruism factor),
the proposer increases his contribution.

Proposition 2.2. A change of preferences for proposer P can only happen if a
receiver R, whom proposer P initially ranked worse than receiver S, ranks him
better than receiver S.

If the proposer observes that he is ranked first by a receiver, he positively up-
dates lr. This change increases the proposer’s adjusted utility of being matched
with the receiver. Through a higher lr (and hence a higher ap and ĉr), the
proposer both expects a higher monetary outcome for himself and cares more
about the receiver. Both effects result in a higher contribution and lead to a
higher utility for the proposer.

We can now derive the proposer’s preferences over receivers and show why
these preferences may change. A proposer ranks receivers based on his expected
adjusted utility vp of being matched with them if a strategy-proof mechanism is
applied. His preference order can change upon learning how the receivers rank
him. A positive update about lr (weakly) increases the adjusted utility of being

23The second order condition holds (∂2vp

∂c2
p

= ∂2up

∂cp
2 + ap

∂2ur

∂cp
2 < 0).
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matched with a receiver. The reverse is true for a negative update. Therefore, a
change of preferences can, for example, happen if the proposer initially ranked
receiver R over receiver S, but then learns that he was ranked first by receiver
S, and second by receiver R. This can, but need not, change the proposer’s pref-
erence order. For an altruistic proposer (a > 0), these changes can be driven
by preference-based and belief-based motives. For selfish proposers (a = 0),
changes are entirely driven by beliefs about others’ contributions. Selfish pro-
posers will never contribute, but want to be matched to the highest contributing
receiver.

Our model predicts preference changes consistent with reciprocal prefer-
ences (see Results 2.1 and 2.3). It highlights two channels for this behavior.
First, participants change their preferences because they expect partners who
like them to contribute more to the PGG. Preferences are interpreted as a
signal about the match-specific value, and proposers change their preferences
accordingly (belief-based). Second, a proposer may prefer to be matched with
a receiver who liked them because he is more altruistic towards such a receiver
(preference-based). Our results on the PGG behavior allow us to test whether
preference-based or belief-based reasons explain the adjustments in Info, and
how these adjustments translate into cooperative behavior.

2.4.2 Evidence for a Belief-Based Mechanism

We test the belief-based channel by analyzing (incentivized) beliefs of proposers
about their matched receivers’ contributions depending on how their partner
ranked them. This means that we directly test our model’s key Assumption 2.2
– that the receivers’ preferences (lr) are perceived as a signal about their contri-
butions (ĉr). We first show that the receiver’s preferences are indeed perceived
as a signal about their contribution. We then demonstrate that these beliefs
are accurate.

We find that proposers expect receivers who rank them better to contribute
more to the PGG. Figure 2.2 shows this plotting beliefs over Partner’s prefer-
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ences (1-4). This variable takes the value of four if the proposer was the matched
receiver’s most preferred choice, three if the participant was the second most
preferred choice, and so on. Panel A shows that mean beliefs about the matched
receiver’s contribution increase with the receiver’s preferences. Panel B illus-
trates this trend by presenting cumulative distribution functions. It shows, for
example, that only 6.77 percent of proposers believe that their partner will con-
tribute nothing when they were their partner’s first choice. By comparison,
48.15 percent believed their partner will not contribute anything to the public
good when they were their partner’s least preferred choice.

A) Averages by Partner’s Preference
B) Distributions by Partner’s

Preference

Notes. This figure displays the beliefs of proposers in Info about the unconditional PGG contributions of
their matched receiver by the preferences of the matched partner. Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the

value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of their matched partner, three if the
participant was the second most preferred choice, and so on. Panel a) shows averages, Panel B) the

cumulative distribution functions.

Figure 2.2: Beliefs about Receiver’s PGG Contributions: Proposers in Info

Table 2.1 corroborates that proposers expect receivers who like to be matched
with them to contribute more. The effects are sizable (Column 1), and remain
so when controlling for the round and individual-level characteristics of the pro-
poser (Column 2). Proposers expect matched receivers to contribute around 1.4
Taler (out of 10) more if they are ranked one place better on the receiver’s pref-
erence list. This expectation is consistent with the notion that the expression of
interest is “one cue to identify someone who is likely to act [...] cooperatively”
(Montoya & Insko, 2008, p.478). Given such beliefs, a proposer may expect a
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change in their preference order to be payoff-maximizing if it results in being
matched with a receiver who prefers them as a partner.

Table 2.1: PGG Behavior of Proposers in Info

Belief Partner Contribution Unconditional PGG Contribution Avg. Conditional PGG Contribution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Partner’s preference (1-4) 1.348∗∗∗ 1.382∗∗∗ .771∗∗∗ .794∗∗∗ .415∗∗∗ .416∗∗∗

[.977,1.720] [.915,1.849] [.350,1.193] [.340,1.248] [.128,.702] [.147,.685]
Preference for partner (1-4) -.073 -.059 .105 .146 .013 .026

[-.437,.291] [-.445,.328] [-.219,.429] [-.172,.463] [-.182,.209] [-.159,.212]

Round .064 -.197∗∗∗ -.119∗∗

[-.118,.245] [-.338,-.055] [-.214,-.023]
Loss Aversion -.795∗∗∗ -.710∗∗ .040

[-1.389,-.201] [-1.408,-.012] [-.429,.509]
Cognitive Ability (Raven’s) .500∗ .337 -.159

[-.037,1.037] [-.347,1.021] [-.557,.239]
Male -.025 -.589 -.605

[-1.434,1.383] [-2.273,1.096] [-1.581,.371]

Observations 285 285 285 285 285 285
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the individual level. The values in square brackets represent the
95% confidence intervals.
Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of their matched partner, three if the participant was the
second most preferred choice, and so on. Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched partner was the first choice of the participant,
three if the matched partner was the second choice, and so on. Round is a count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round 1-5). Loss
aversion and Cognitive ability are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17, Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a participant indicated to identify as male.

Result 2.4. Proposers expect a significantly higher unconditional contribution
from receivers who rank them better (p < 0.01).

The beliefs of proposers are in line with receivers’ actual cooperation behav-
ior. Figure B.2 (Appendix) displays that receivers contribute more to the PGG
when matched with proposers they prefer. Table B.3 (Appendix) shows that
each rank the matched proposer is up in the preference list leads to a 0.96 Taler
higher contribution to the PGG in the preregistered specification of Column 2,
Table B.3.24 Thus, proposers correctly expect receivers’ preferences to influence
their contribution decisions.

24Our design does not allow us to disentangle the underlying reasons for higher contributions
by receivers. Still, our data is consistent with receivers (partly) contributing more when
they like their partner, because they expect proposers they rank favorably list to contribute
more to the PGG than proposers they rank less favorably (see Figure B.3 and Table B.3 in
the Appendix). As receivers do not know that proposers learn their given rank, receivers
believe that they can identify high-contributing proposers. In light of our findings that
none of the personality questions predicts contributions in the PGG (see Table B.5), these
beliefs turn out to be wrong.
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In sum, we provide evidence for a belief-based mechanism underlying recip-
rocal preferences. We show that proposers rationally expect higher contribu-
tions from receivers who rank them favorably, which provides a rationale for
the observed preferences adjustments.

2.4.3 Evidence for a Preference-Based Mechanism

We test whether preference-based explanations play an additional role for recip-
rocal preferences by analyzing proposers’ conditional contributions. Conditional
contributions are independent from beliefs about the partners’ contribution and,
therefore, directly informative about the level of altruism (ap). If proposers con-
ditionally contribute more when interacting with a receiver who ranked them
favorably, this implies higher altruism. Hence, we can directly test whether
altruism is sensitive to the partner’s preferences (lr), which we presume by
Assumption 2.1.

Proposers provide higher conditional contributions when matched to a re-
ceiver who ranks them favorably. Their average conditional contributions in-
crease monotonically in the position on the receiver’s preference list (see Fig-
ure 2.3, Panel A). Across the eleven conditional contribution decisions, they
contribute around 0.4 Taler more for each spot they are ranked better (see Ta-
ble 2.1). These averages mask an interesting heterogeneity, which we investigate
in an exploratory analysis. Figure 2.3, Panel B shows that this difference in be-
havior is especially pronounced when facing higher contributions of the partner.
The sub-figure plots the regression coefficient of the partner’s preferences for
each of the eleven contribution decisions, given the specification in Table 2.1,
Column (6). For low contribution values of the receiver, the receiver’s prefer-
ences do not strongly impact proposers’ behavior. For example, proposers do
not condition their contributions on whether a free-rider wants to be matched
with them or not. However, receivers’ preferences become an important de-
terminant of proposers’ conditional contributions when receivers make higher
contributions. Proposers are then more altruistic towards receivers that indicate
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a preference to be matched with them.

Notes. This figure displays the average
conditional contributions of proposers in Info by

the preferences of matched receiver. XXX
XXXX XXXX XXX XXX XXXXXXXX
XXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
XXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXX
XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX
XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX
XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX

XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX

A) Averages by Preference for
Partner

Notes. The figure plots the regression
coefficients β1 of the regressions

yi = β1 ∗ P artner′s preference + β2 ∗
P reference for partner + β3 ∗ t + β4 ∗ Xp,

corresponding to Table 2.1 with t indicating the
round, and Xp as a vector consisting of gender,

cognitive ability, and loss aversion. The outcome
variables yi is the conditional contributions of a
proposer for any (unconditional) contribution

i ∈ 0, 10 of the matched receiver.
*** p <0.01, **p <0.05, * p <0.1

B) Coefficient Plot

Figure 2.3: Average Conditional PGG Contributions: Proposer in Info

Result 2.5. The conditional contributions of proposers are significantly higher
when they interact with a receiver who ranked them favorably, especially for high
levels of contributions by the receiver (p < 0.01).

This provides evidence that preference-based explanations are important for
the observed behavior. We document higher social preferences towards receivers
who rank the proposer favorably. Reciprocal preferences are therefore likely to
stem both from preference-based and belief-based factors.

2.4.4 Unconditional Cooperation

Unconditional contribution decisions inform about the overall effect of reciprocal
preferences in one-time simultaneous cooperation. Higher altruism (preference-
based) leads to higher unconditional contributions. Higher beliefs about the
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contributions of the partner (belief-based) result in higher unconditional con-
tributions by those willing to contribute more the more the other contributes
(i.e., conditional cooperation as in Fischbacher, Gächter, & Fehr, 2001). The
analysis of unconditional contributions directly tests Proposition 2.1.

On average, proposers contribute more to the PGG when interacting with
a receiver who ranks them favorably. Table 2.1, Column 4 documents that
proposers contribute around 0.8 Taler more when they are ranked one spot
more favorably by their matched receiver. The partner’s preferences (see lr in
the model) are more predictive of the actual contribution behavior of proposers
than their own (initial) preference for the partner (lpr) . Figure 2.4 shows that
unconditional contributions are especially low when interacting with a receiver
who ranked them on the worst spot of their preference list.25

A) Averages by Partner’s preference
B) Distributions by Partner’s

preference

Notes. This figure displays the unconditional contributions of proposers in Info by the preferences of the
matched receiver. Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if the participant was the most

preferred choice of their matched partner, three if the participant was the second most preferred choice, and
so on. Panel a) shows averages, Panel b) the cumulative distribution functions.

Figure 2.4: Unconditional PGG Contributions: Proposers in Info

Result 2.6. The unconditional contribution of proposers is significantly higher
when they interact with a receiver who ranked them favorably on their preference
list (p < 0.01).

25This is consistent with evidence from other domains which highlights the aversion of being
ranked last, such as Kuziemko et al. (2014).
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Comparing social efficiency between treatments, we find that average (un-
conditional) cooperation and payoffs are higher in Info than in No-Info. While
proposers in No-Info contribute on average 4.12 (out of 10) Taler to the PGG,
contributions are around 25.7 percent higher in Info (5.18). On average, par-
ticipants in Info contribute 0.96 Taler more to the PGG (p = 0.039; MWU),
which translates into 0.48 Taler higher payoffs in Info. Accordingly, information
about others’ preferences increases average cooperation and payoffs.26

2.4.5 Mechanisms across Treatments

In the previous analyses of the mechanisms underlying reciprocal preferences, we
compared proposers ranked favorably to proposers ranked less favorably by their
partner within Info. To corroborate these results and to substantiate that they
are specific to the information environment in Info, we hold the proposer’s rank
received across treatments constant. We can compare beliefs and contributions
in the situation in which proposers knew their partner’s preference (Info) to
that in which the proposers did not know it (No-Info). Hence, in a sort of
Placebo test, we estimate the effect of knowing the rank on contributions and
beliefs. Table 2.2 shows that none of our variables of interest is significant in
No-Info.

26Figure B.4 (Appendix) shows that the higher average payoff does not mask a substantial
mean-variance trade-off. The treatment Info increases payoffs across the distribution.
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Table 2.2: PGG Behavior of Proposers in Info and No-Info

Belief Partner Contribution Unconditional Contribution Avg. Conditional Contribution

(1) (2) (3)

Preference for partner (1-4) .246 .129 .035
[-.059,.551] [-.172,.430] [-.128,.198]

Partner’s preference (1-4) .106 -.068 -.053
[-.265,.477] [-.499,.363] [-.339,.233]

Partner’s Preference X Info 1.208∗∗∗ .862∗∗∗ .444∗∗

[.600,1.815] [.248,1.475] [.062,.826]
Info -2.566∗∗ -1.609 -.763

[-4.704,-.429] [-3.826,.609] [-2.123,.596]

Round -.021 -.254∗∗∗ -.169∗∗∗

[-.141,.099] [-.359,-.149] [-.238,-.100]
Loss Aversion -.609∗∗ -.570∗∗ .300∗

[-1.112,-.106] [-1.130,-.009] [-.041,.641]
Cognitive Ability (Raven’s) .272 .180 -.196

[-.133,.678] [-.315,.675] [-.465,.073]
Male -.928∗ -.884 -.325

[-1.974,.117] [-2.155,.387] [-1.118,.468]

Observations 575 575 575
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the individual level. The values in square brackets
represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of their matched partner, three if the partici-
pant was the second most preferred choice, and so on. Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched partner was the first
choice of the participant, three if the matched partner was the second choice, and so on. The interaction term Partner’s Preference X Info takes
the value of zero for observation in No-Info, and the value of Partner’s Preference X (1-4) in Info. Info is an indicator, taking the value of one
if the participant was randomly assigned to the treatment Info. Round is a count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round
1-5). Loss aversion and Cognitive ability are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17, Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a participant
indicated to identify as male.

2.4.6 Gender Heterogeneity

Overall, male participants drive the differences in proposer’s behavior depending
on their partner’s preference. In an exploratory regression analysis (Table 2.3),
we show that men’s contribution decisions are significantly more influenced by
their partner’s preferences. This is true for both their unconditional (Column
2), and their conditional contributions (Column 3). In addition, men’s beliefs
(Column 1) about others’ contributions are more responsive to their position
on their partner’s preference list.27

This gender heterogeneity raises interesting questions regarding how men
and women react to rankings and evaluations. Previous research has found that
women update more pessimistically than men when receiving negative feedback
(Berlin & Dargnies, 2016). In addition, women attribute negative feedback

27This leads to a lower average belief accuracy for men than for women (average deviation of
3.54 vs. 4.47, p = 0.02; MWU).
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to skill rather than to luck more often than men (Shastry, Shurchkov, & Xia,
2020), and react more strongly to likeability ratings based on their appearance
(Gerhards & Kosfeld, 2020). On the other hand, our results suggest that men
take the ranking more “personally” and react to it more strongly. This is
consistent with previous findings recognizing women as being more ego-defensive
(Möbius et al., 2022), and as having stronger internalized norms about giving,
which leads to a lower elasticity of their altruism (Andreoni & Vesterlund,
2001). It is also in line with the finding of Barankay (2012) that feedback
about performance rankings changes the behavior of men, but not of women.

Table 2.3: Gender Heterogeneity of Proposers in Info

Belief Partner Contribution Unconditional Contribution Avg. Conditional Contribution

(1) (2) (3)

Preference for partner (1-4) -.086 .107 .006
[-.462,.289] [-.225,.438] [-.174,.186]

Partner’s preference (1-4) 1.004∗∗∗ .253 .134
[.457,1.551] [-.225,.731] [-.106,.373]

Partner’s preference X Male .798∗ 1.142∗∗∗ .595∗∗

[-.037,1.634] [.360,1.925] [.123,1.068]
Male -2.568∗ -4.225∗∗∗ -2.500∗∗

[-5.553,.418] [-7.246,-1.205] [-4.478,-.522]

Controls [Round + Individual] Yes Yes Yes
Observations 285 285 285
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the individual level. The values in square brackets repre-
sent the 95% confidence intervals.
Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched partner was the first choice of the participant, three if the matched partner was
the second choice, and so on. Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of their matched
partner, three if the participant was the second most preferred choice, and so on. Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a participant indi-
cated to identify as male. Partner’s preferences x Male takes the value of zero for observation with Male=0, and the value of Partner’s Preference
X (1-4) when Male=1. All columns control for Round, which is a count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round 1-5), as well
as Loss aversion and Cognitive ability that are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17.

2.4.7 Similarity, Homophily, and Reciprocal Preferences

Perceived similarity influences behavior in various decisions (e.g., Y. Chen & Li,
2009; Eckel & Grossman, 2005; Hedegaard & Tyran, 2018), and has been shown
to relate to interpersonal attraction (McWhirter & Jecker, 1967). Hence, the
effect of partner’s preferences’ on their behavior may operate through a channel
of homophily (Currarini, Jackson, & Pin, 2009; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, &
Cook, 2001). If a proposer only has an imprecise signal about their similarity
with the matched receiver based on five questions, the receiver’s preferences
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(that are based on five different questions) may provide a signal about their
similarity. Assuming common preferences to interact with a similar individual,
the preference of the partner can be interpreted as information about their
similarity.28 So far, we have shown that information about others’ preferences
leads to more instability in matching markets through preferences adjustments
(Section 2.3.1), that these adjustments are consistent with reciprocal preferences
(Section 2.3.2), and that these adjustments likely stem from a combination of
belief-based and preference-based factors (Sections 2.4.2 & 2.4.3). However, we
have not yet established that the partner’s preferences are not only similarity
signals, but a fundamental determinant of behavior.

In Table 2.4, we provide evidence that partner preferences matter beyond
being a signal for similarity. We calculate similarity as the inverse of the av-
erage distance between the questionnaire responses of the matched partners
(Manhattan distance). For example, the value is equal to 0 if one of the part-
ners clearly affirmed each statement and the other clearly rejected all (i.e., the
difference of their answers on the four-point Likert scale is maximal), and it is
equal to 3 if they answered each question identically. First, the main coefficient
of the partner’s preferences remains constant when controlling for similarity
based on all 15 questionnaire answers (Column 2). This implies that the part-
ner’s preferences do not fully operate by providing an accurate signal regarding
similarity. Second, the main coefficient remains constant when including the
similarity measure based on the five randomly selected questions for which the
proposer has seen their partner’s responses (Column 3). The positive and signif-
icant similarity coefficient implies that proposers condition their contributions
on whether their partner’s responses match their own. At the same time, the
similar main coefficients in Columns 2 and 3 imply that there is little additional
signaling value in the preferences of the other agent. If there were, we would
expect the main coefficient in Column 3 to be substantially higher than in Col-

28Similar to Currarini and Mengel (2016), we find that similarity is an important predictor
for partner choice in the PGG. The raw correlation between the rank given to a receiver
and our basline measure for dissimilarity (Manhatten Distance) is 0.23, p < 0.001.
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umn 2. Third, the coefficient remains stable when we control for the similarity
in answers across the five randomly selected questions to which the receiver has
seen the proposer’s answers. If preference were a signal about this similarity,
this would again imply a lower main coefficient in Column 4 than in Column 1
or 2.

Table 2.4: Homophily and Unconditional Contributions of Proposers in Info

Unconditional PGG Contribution (0-10)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Partner’s preference (1-4) .794∗∗∗ .704∗∗∗ .812∗∗∗ .794∗∗∗

[.340,1.248] [.252,1.155] [.371,1.254] [.344,1.245]
Preference for partner (1-4) .146 .044 .123 .139

[-.172,.463] [-.313,.402] [-.195,.441] [-.181,.458]
Similarity Answers (0-3) [Manhatten] 1.357

[-.563,3.278]
Similarity of Shown Answers (0-3) [Manhatten] 1.041∗∗

[.115,1.968]
Similarity of Receiver’s Answers (0-3) [Manhatten] .862

[-.293,2.017]

Controls [Round + Individual] Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 285 285 285 285
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the individual level. The values in
square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of their matched partner,
three if the participant was the second most preferred choice, and so on. Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if
the matched partner was the first choice of the participant, three if the matched partner was the second choice, and so on. simi-
larity is the inverse of the average distance between the questionnaire responses of the matched partners (Manhattan distance).
Similarity Answers (0-3) is calculated based on all 15 questionnaire items, Similarity of Shown Answers (0-3) is based on the
five questions the proposer saw the partner’s answers for, Similarity of Receiver’s Answers (0-3) is based on the five questions
the receiver saw the partner’s answers for. All columns control for Round, which is a count variable, indicating the number of
the current round (Round 1-5), the indicator Male taking the value of 1 if a participant indicated to identify as male, as well as
Loss aversion and Cognitive ability that are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17.

2.5 Discussion

This paper shows that reciprocal preferences represent a powerful source of in-
stability in matching markets. First, we demonstrate that reciprocal preferences
exist – that is, that participants like to be liked. When participants learn the
preferences of their potential partners, they adjust their preferences and rank
more favorably those who would like to be matched with them. Second, we
show that these changes substantially increase the number of unstable match-
ings. Third, we investigate the underlying motives of reciprocal preferences and
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find evidence for both belief-based and preference-based mechanisms. On the
one hand, proposers expect receivers who like them to contribute more to the
PGG. This provides a profit-maximizing rationale for preference adjustment due
to changes in beliefs. On the other hand, proposers are more altruistic towards
receivers who like to be matched with them. This supports a preference-based
rationale for reciprocal preferences.

The PGG reflects the cooperative nature of many matching markets. In
matching markets, not only are relationships formed without the coordinating
function of prices, but also within the relationships there are non-contractible
elements. Insofar as these elements relate to effort provision and commitment,
cooperation plays a crucial role in these relationships. Consider a university
that wants to hire an enthusiastic job market candidate, and (in turn) a candi-
date who also wishes to receive support from the department. Both choosing a
cooperative partner and being in a relationship where one wants to be coopera-
tive oneself is key in such a setting, where decisive aspects cannot be contracted
upon. The PGG allows us to investigate both of these channels.

Notwithstanding, our stylized experimental setting does not capture all as-
pects of the preference-based foundation of reciprocal preferences. Real interac-
tions put more weight on psychological mechanisms, such as the non-pecuniary
disutility of working with someone who does not like you. Therefore, investi-
gating reciprocal preferences in inter-personal coordination tasks constitutes an
avenue for future research. Compared to our experimental design, which likely
provides a lower bound for the effect of reciprocal preferences, the effects could
be even more pronounced when individuals expect a personal interaction.

Our results are policy-relevant, as they contribute to a better understand-
ing of matching markets, cooperative behavior, and effective team formation in
organizations. First, our results can help to design matching markets more effi-
ciently. It is necessary to understand why matching markets sometimes fail to
reach their full potential. Opitz and Schwaiger (2022b) theoretically show that
reciprocal preferences can be a source of instability. Evidence from real-world
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matching markets suggests that reciprocal preferences play an important role.
Nevertheless, observational data does not allow for teasing apart reciprocal pref-
erences, uncertainty, and other potential reasons for market failures. This paper
establishes the empirical relevance of reciprocal preferences and thus highlights
the importance of information design in matching markets. While learning
about others’ real-world preferences might sometimes be more subtle than in
the experiment, already observing the final matching can lead to updates about
other participants’ preferences and result in instability. Our sizeable effects sug-
gest that reciprocal preferences also play an essential role in slightly different
information environments. Understanding the importance of reciprocal pref-
erences helps to reconcile strategic modifications of the theoretically efficient
mechanism by participants (e.g., by offering early admission or making admis-
sion decisions contingent on others’ preferences). In addition, it helps to design
mechanisms that accommodate agents’ reciprocal preferences.

Second, we enhance understandings of social preferences and social proxim-
ity. Previous (Leider et al., 2009) has established that we treat those close to
us more favorably, without being able to differentiate between our liking, being
liked, and similarity. By isolating the role of being liked, we provide evidence
that giving in a relationship depends on not only our own preferences, but also
others’ preferences. These findings are consistent with literature outside eco-
nomics that emphasizes the wish to be liked as a universal desire (Baumeister &
Leary, 1995) with neural underpinnings (Davey et al., 2010), and the suscepti-
bility of our own interpersonal preferences to the preferences of others (Montoya
& Horton, 2012, 2014). We demonstrate that this susceptibility implies that
interpersonal preferences are another currency of reciprocity, expanding previ-
ous findings on which type of gifts can lead to productivity gains (e.g., Kube,
Maréchal, & Puppe, 2012). Hence, we link interpersonal preferences to organi-
zational implications for motivating workers.

Third, our findings on the relevance of reciprocal preferences have broader
organizational implications for team formation and teamwork. Organizational
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processes and production steps require voluntary cooperation to achieve opti-
mal results (Deversi, Kocher, & Schwieren, 2020). We show that being liked
can be necessary for cooperation. Previous literature has established that self-
selected teams display homophily in their traits and networks, leading to higher
satisfaction and effort (Boss et al., 2021; R. Chen & Gong, 2018). We pro-
vide a foundation for these results by highlighting greater cooperation when
collaborating with a partner who likes you. We show that even in a stylized
setting without personal interactions, we observe homophily in sorting, higher
cooperation among those matched with partners who like them, and higher
profits.



Chapter 3

Reciprocal Preferences in
Matching Markets1

3.1 Introduction

Standard matching theory assumes that agents do not care about the prefer-
ences of their potential partners. In this paper, we study the observation that
individuals like to be liked. For example, school principals “want to run a school
where people want to be there”, and hence “take into account [...] that one kid
wants to go there more than another kid”.2 The same holds true in the labor
market—employees prefer to work for firms that favor them, and may even re-
consider a job offer after learning that they were not the first-choice candidate.3

Conversely, an employer may look for a worker who prefers to work for them
rather than for another company. Agents who prefer to be matched to a partner
who likes to be matched with them are defined as having reciprocal preferences.

In this paper, we introduce reciprocal preferences, apply them to match-

1This chapter is based on joint work with Timm Opitz.
2David M. Herszenhorn, Council Members See Flaws in School-Admissions Plan New York
Times, Nov. 19, 2004, https://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/19/education/council-members-
see-flaws-in-schooladmissions-plan.html, accessed 01/31/2022).

3See https://www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/01/20/im-the-second-choice-candidate-
should-i-still-take-the-job, accessed 01/31/2022, for an example on the perceived importance
of being the most preferred candidate.
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ing markets, and analyze implications for mechanism design. We resort to the
standard marriage model (Gale & Shapley, 1962), where agents are one-to-one
matched. We augment the setting by allowing reciprocal preferences on one
side of the market. These agents care about the preferences of the agents on
the other side but they do not know these preferences perfectly. We analyze
both standard two-sided markets and school choice settings, in which one side
of the market is non-strategic. In both settings, we investigate the implica-
tions of reciprocal preferences on stability when the Deferred Acceptance (DA)
mechanism is applied (Gale & Shapley, 1962). The DA mechanism plays a key
role in two-sided matching markets because it achieves Pareto efficiency under
standard assumptions, such that no participant benefits from breaking up the
formed match. Moreover, we generalize and analyze stability in a broad class
of matching mechanisms.

We derive three main results. First, stability of the DA mechanism in two-
sided matching markets ceases to hold when agents care about others’ prefer-
ences over themselves without perfectly knowing these preferences. The DA
mechanism achieves stability in a standard setting under complete information.
Under incomplete information, preference misrepresentations of agents may lead
to instability. In our setting with incomplete information and reciprocal pref-
erences, instability arises through an updating about the preferences of other
agents in the market. However, this instability is not due to strategic play but is
due to the disclosure of the other side’s preferences. We test stability under two
different degrees of information revelation. Under the more restrictive notion,
agents only observe the final matches. Under the less restrictive notion, they
also learn their matched partner’s type. Under both stability notions, agents
might infer the true preferences (and thus the types) of other agents, which
causes instability.

Second, we show that there is no alternative mechanism that guarantees a
stable matching in two-sided markets with (one-sided) reciprocal preferences
and uncertainty about true preferences. Stability cannot be achieved because
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agents update about each others’ preferences by seeing the final matching. We
show that this also holds when agents additionally learn the preferences of their
matched partner.

Third, modified versions of the DA mechanism achieve stability in a school
choice setting where one side of the market must state its true preferences
based on laws and regulations, which is the case with schools. We show that the
standard DA mechanism with reciprocal preferences does not prevent instability
in school choice settings. The students still face uncertainty about the schools’
preferences and can only infer them after the matching. Alternative mechanisms
can resolve the problem of uncertainty, which can be either a sequential variant
of the DA mechanism where students learn schools preferences or a variant
of the DA mechanism that allows students to state their complete reciprocal
preference profile.

These results help us to understand why certain matching markets do not
work satisfactorily. If reciprocal preferences are strong and standard match-
ing mechanisms do not consider these, then involved parties may be reluctant
to adopt a centralized matching mechanism. They may instead prefer decen-
tralized markets because they allow them to learn the preferences of others.4

Agents with reciprocal preferences may also have incentives to modify an exist-
ing matching mechanism. To attract especially interested candidates, universi-
ties introduce early admissions (Avery & Levin, 2010), give a bonus to students
who rank the institution well, or even only accept these candidates (Chiu &
Weng, 2009).5 While individually rational, these modifications may prevent the
desired functioning of matching mechanisms. If a mechanism does not achieve
the goal of finding the best possible partner and modifications are not feasible,
then it may even fail completely after some time (McKinney, Niederle, & Roth,

4For example, Gundlach (2021) documents that only three percent of parents of kindergarten-
age children in Germany approve the use of an algorithm alone when deciding on the allo-
cation of daycare places.

5The idea that less interested candidates will receive a deduction has been formally incor-
porated in the centralized mechanism for high school admission in Taiwan (U. Dur et al.,
2022).
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2005).

We derive important policy implications for the efficient design of markets
when agents have reciprocal preferences by combining our results of two-sided
mechanisms and the school choice setting. The feasibility to achieve stable
allocations in a school choice setting implies that it may be advantageous to
move a standard two-sided market closer to a school choice setting. Students
in a school choice setting can be helped if the (binding) admission criteria are
known before the mechanism takes place and if they have information about
the past success criteria. Given that schools are non-strategic, this eliminates
uncertainty about their true preferences and helps the other market side to
submit their ranking. In centralized matching mechanisms where one side is
an institution connected to the market designer, it can be feasible to force one
side of the market to state their true preferences. Additionally, we point to
interesting trade-offs in the information design of matching mechanisms. The
communication of the final matching can cause allocations to break apart that
would otherwise be stable without this information.

Our general framework assumes that the preferences of potential partners
are associated with their type, which is relevant to an agent. By considering
reciprocal preferences, we are able to focus on situations in which an agent
cares about being liked by their partner. However, the framework applies to all
situations in which types of agents differ in their preferences and other agents
care about these types. This does not even require agents who care about
preferences over themselves. For example, two preference profiles that rank an
agent the same but differ in how they rank other agents may signal an underlying
type that the agent cares about.

Our findings connect to two strands of the literature of matching markets.
First, we contribute to an emerging literature of non-standard preferences in
matching markets by introducing reciprocal preferences. Fernandez (2020) high-
lights that regret aversion may induce truth-telling for both market sides in the
DA mechanism. Other studies emphasize how non-standard preferences pre-
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vent the desired functioning of allocation mechanisms. These studies show
that costly information acquisition about one’s preferences leads to higher ac-
ceptance rates of early offers, despite not being more desirable (Grenet, He, &
Kübler, 2022), and that expectation-based loss aversion can lead to non-truthful
preference submissions (Dreyfuss, Heffetz, & Rabin, 2021; Meisner & von Wan-
genheim, 2021). Meanwhile, Antler (2015) finds that a slight modification of
the standard DA mechanism preserves stability when the agents’ preferences
are directly affected by the reported preferences of others. In his model, agents
have perfect information about others’ preferences, while outsider observers do
not. The outside observers only see the submitted rankings. Because agents
have image concerns, they prefer to be matched with a partner who ranked them
highly. This implies that even if an agent knows that their counterpart does
not prefer to be matched to them, they do not care as long as they are highly
ranked. In contrast, our analysis assumes that agents care about the unknown
true preferences and the types of their potential partners, rather than the stated
preferences in an environment of complete information. In complementary work
(Opitz & Schwaiger, 2022a), we validate the assumption of reciprocal prefer-
ences experimentally, and show that agents indeed care about the preferences
of their partners.

Second, we contribute to the literature of incomplete information in match-
ing markets by studying an environment without perfect knowledge about the
preferences of the potential partners. Roth (1989) introduces uncertainty about
the preferences of other players. However, the preferences of an agent are not
influenced by other players’ preferences. Roth (1989) instead analyzes stability
under the assumption that all preferences were to become common knowledge
and finds that no mechanism is stable with respect to the true preferences.
The instability arises due to strategic play. If an agent has enough information
about the preferences of other players, then stating non-truthful preferences
can be optimal. An agent misrepresents their preferences to reject a candidate
that then applies somewhere else, which starts a process of new applications
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and rejections in the market. This can lead to a match with a partner who
is preferred over the one the agent rejected. Due to uncertainty, this process
can either lead to a more preferred candidate for the agent or fail and cause
instability. Fernandez, Rudov, and Yariv (2022) show that the results of Roth
(1989) hold with only minimal uncertainty on the proposing side of the market
in a DA mechanism. In contrast, in our model, instability arises from learning
about the preferences of others, which influences the expected utility of being
matched with an agent. This implies that our findings are robust to the market
side that faces uncertainty and hold, irrespective of strategic play.

Most closely related to our work is a recent literature of incomplete informa-
tion and interdependent preferences, where match utilities depend on the type
of the agent one is matched with. Hence, in contrast to Roth (1989), players’
types affect their desirability and not just their preference reporting strategies.
Both Chakraborty, Citanna, and Ostrovsky (2010) and Liu et al. (2014) build
on the idea that agents can draw insights from the actions of other players.
In Chakraborty, Citanna, and Ostrovsky (2010), each school receives a signal
about the quality of the students on the other market side before submitting
their preferences to the mechanism. By observing the final matching, a school
can learn about the signals that other schools received and update their be-
lief about the quality of a student. Anticipating that rematching is possible,
the school is tempted to strategically misrepresent its signal, which can lead
to instability. Liu et al. (2014) analyze a setting with transferable utility in
which firms and workers are already matched. A firm only knows the quality
of their matched worker. Firms can still update their information about the
quality of other workers by observing rematching (or absence of rematching) in
the market. In our model, we focus on the idea that types of agents differ in
their preference profiles and that other agents care about these. Hence, agents
may update their beliefs about the underlying types by only observing the final
matching. Our stability results do not require anticipated rematching, nor do
preferences of the own market side affect the desirability of other agents.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3.2 outlines an illus-
trative example that provides intuitions for the formulation of reciprocal prefer-
ences and their consequences in matching markets. In Section 3.3, we set up the
formal matching market and introduce reciprocal preferences. Section 3.4 ana-
lyzes the implications of reciprocal preferences in the DA mechanism, we then
generalize our findings to a broader class of mechanisms in Section 3.5. In Sec-
tion 3.6, we extend our analysis to a school choice setting with one non-strategic
market side. Finally, Section 3.7 discusses the implications of our findings and
concludes.

3.2 Illustrative Example

In this section, we provide intuitions for the consequences of reciprocal prefer-
ences on stability in matching markets through an illustrative example before
presenting the main theoretical analysis. The example shows that the DA mech-
anism leads to an unstable allocation.

We consider a small job market with three firms (A, B, C), three work-
ers (I, II, III), and a DA mechanism to match them one-to-one. All firms
(A, B, C), as well as workers II and III have standard preferences. Both work-
ers II and III prefer to only work for either of the firms over being unmatched.
Worker II wants to work only for firm A, and worker III wants to be matched
only with firm C. Worker I has reciprocal preferences: she6 cares how she is
ranked by a firm. She prefers working for firm A over firm B if firm A ranks
her first. If firm A ranks her second, then she prefers firm B over firm A. This
means that her preference list is given by A1 ≻ B ≻ A2. The indices denote
the true rank assigned to her by the respective firm. The (reciprocal) prefer-
ences of workers are common knowledge. Although the type of a firm is private
knowledge, every agent knows the distribution of firms’ types.

6We deviate from to convention to refer to all agents as "they/them" in the examples to make
the examples more understandable and to avoid misunderstandings. We refer to institutions
(firms/schools) as "they/them", to individuals (workers/students) as "she/her
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Acquiring information about the true preferences of firms is challenging in
practice. If the firms’ preferences were perfectly observable, then the preference
list of worker I would reduce to the standard case. Worker I prefers A ≻ B if
firm A ranks her first, while she prefers B ≻ A if firm A ranks her second. In
reality, potential employees typically only have limited information about the
exact demands of a firm and face uncertainty about the characteristics of the
competing applicants. Moreover, employers may not be interested in truthfully
revealing their preferences so that they can give each applicant the impression
that they are a preferred candidate. Hence, we allow for uncertainty about the
firms’ preferences.

We incorporate uncertainty about the firms’ preferences as follows (we refer
to the different realizations of preferences as types). A firm knows its own
realized type, but the other agents do not. In this example, firm A has two
possible types denoted by a superscript A1, A2. Firm A1 considers only worker I

and II as potential employees, and has preferences of I ≻ II. When being
of type A2, it only considers workers III and I, and prefers III ≻ I. The
probability of firm A being of type A1 is p. Firm B only wants to be matched
with worker I and firm C only wants to be matched with worker III. We
summarize the information on the matching market in Example 3.1. In addition,
we assume that worker I has a higher expected utility of being matched with
firm B than taking the lottery of being matched with firm A without knowing
the type of firm A (I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)).7

Given their knowledge about the matching market and the mechanism,
workers can infer the type of a firm after observing the final matching. For
example, if firm A is matched with worker II, then agents can infer that firm A

is of type A1 because type A2 does not consider worker II as a relevant candi-
date.

To illustrate the main intuitions, we first derive the optimal strategy of

7We only denote the preferences that a firm or worker has over being unmatched (e.g., the
preferences A : I ≻ II ≻ A ≻ III are only denoted as A : I ≻ II).
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Table 3.1: Example 1

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I ≻ II with (p) I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2

A2 : III ≻ I with (1 − p) II : A

B : I III : C

C : III

Given:

I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

worker I in the DA mechanism, and then show that the outcome is unstable.
Except for worker I, all agents in the matching market have standard preferences
and will state these truthfully.8 Given that all agents except worker I submit
true preferences to the mechanism, both types of firm A, as well as firm B,
will always make an offer to worker I during the DA mechanism (firm A2 will
always be rejected by worker III, and will therefore make an offer to worker I).
Worker I states her preferences based on her expected utility. Assuming that
her utility of being matched with firm B is higher than the lottery of being
matched with types A1 or A2, then she states B (≻ A).

Given that worker I states B ≻ A, the type of firm A will be revealed
through the final matching. If type A1 is realized, then worker I is matched
with firm B, and firm A is matched with worker II. Through observing the
match of worker II and firm A, worker I can infer that firm A is of type A1.
Therefore, worker I wants to be matched with firm A. Given that firm A and
worker I want to be matched to each other mutually, the matching is unstable.
This happens because information about the type of a firm is revealed through
the mechanism and the resulting final matching. We call this notion immediate
stability.
8We will show later that it is a weakly dominant strategy for proposers to state true preferences
in a DA mechanism, even if receivers have reciprocal preferences. Because workers II and
III only consider working for one firm, it is also a weakly dominant strategy for them to
state their true preferences.
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3.3 Model

Overview. We consider a matching market with workers on one side of the
market, firms on the other side, and a mechanism to match them one-to-one.
Our matching setup differs from the standard model in Gale and Shapley (1962)
in two aspects. First, the realization of firms’ types and preferences is private
information. Second, workers have reciprocal preferences, and therefore they
prefer partners who also like to be matched with them. Agents may care about
the fundamental preferences of others according to belief-based and preference-
based motives. Being a preferred candidate can be a signal about the match-
specific value that the firm may be better informed about (Avery & Levin, 2010;
Lee & Niederle, 2015). Second, workers may enjoy interacting with a firm that
likes them (Montoya & Horton, 2012; Montoya & Insko, 2008), even if prefer-
ences do not signal differences in relationship productivity. Hence, we allow for
more general preference profiles than in a standard setting.

Set-up. Two disjoint finite sets of agents are one-to-one matched, follow-
ing the marriage model of Gale and Shapley (1962). We consider firms F =
{A, B, C, ...} and workers W = {I, II, III, ...}. We sometimes denote an ar-
bitrary firm with f and an arbitrary worker with w. Firms have strict and
complete preferences over workers. These preferences are represented by an
ordered list P (f) on the set of W ∪{f}. A firm’s preferences are private knowl-
edge to the firm. Equivalently, we may think about the type (instead of the
preferences) of firms being private information. The finite set of all possible
types for a given firm is given by Ti. We denote the type of a firm by a su-
perscript (e.g., TA = {A1, A2, A3, ...}). The type of a firm f is independently
drawn from a distribution gf known to each agent in the market. Workers
have reciprocal preferences over firms. The preference of a worker is repre-
sented by an ordered list P (w) on the set of all possible types of all firms
TA ∪ TB ∪ TC ∪ ... ∪ {w}. For example, a firm’s preferences might be
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P (f) = II, I, f, III. A worker’s preference might be P (w) = A1, B1, A2, w, B2

denoting that a worker w prefers being matched with firm type A1 over firm
type B1 over firm type A2 over being unmatched f and over being matched
with firm type B2. P = {P (A), P (B), ..., P (I), P (II)...} denotes the set of all
preferences. We also use the notation i ≻ j to state that i is preferred over j,
both for firms and workers.

We examine the idea that a worker cares about being ranked well by the
other market side. The true rank of worker w in the preference list of a firm
is denoted by τ . Formally, we impose that an agent prefers Aτ ⪰ Aτ+1. For
example, an worker I weakly prefers to be the first choice of A than the second
choice of A. By defining the match utility of worker I as uI(Aτ ), we generalize
that if i < j (i, j ∈ N), then uI(Ai) ≥ uI(Aj). Being ranked better by firm A

weakly increases the utility from being matched with firm A. This implies that
we rule out cases in which agents like to be an undesirable alternative by a
potential partner.9

In a matching market, each agent faces the decision about what preferences
order Q(f) (or Q(w)) to state given a mechanism h. Q = {Q(A), Q(B), ...,

Q(I), Q(II)...} is the set of all stated preferences by firms and workers. Follow-
ing our theoretical set-up, a matching market is described by the agents in the
matching market, their possible types and probabilities of realisation for every
type, and their preference profile (including reciprocal preferences).

A matching mechanism h takes the stated preference profiles Q and then
maps them into a matching µ. A matching µ is a one-to-one correspondence.
After the matching mechanism takes place, every firm f of the market is either
matched with a worker denoted by µ(f) = w or is matched with itself µ(f) = f .
The same applies to workers.

9This may neglect potential behavioral mechanisms where a worse rank leads to higher de-
sirability. For example, a worse rank may increase the desire to work with this party to
convince it about one’s quality. Alternatively, a better rank may be a signal of the worse
quality of the other party [e.g., "I don’t care to belong to any club that will have me as a
member." (Groucho Marx)]. Although theoretically possible, we consider these mechanisms
to be secondary to a preference for a partner who likes to be matched with one.
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Stability. In a setting of incomplete information, the stability criterion has
to specify under which circumstances an agent would like to rematch. We use
a standard framework of expected utility to define stability. An agent wants
to rematch if their expected utility of rematching is higher than their expected
utility of staying with their current match. Utility is non-transferable, and
agents rematch if their (expected) utility from rematching is larger than their
(expected) utility from their current matching. Defining stability in terms of ex-
pected utility corresponds to the concept of Bayesian stability in Bikhchandani
(2017).10

Definition 3.1. Bayesian stability: A matching µ is Bayesian blocked by a
worker-firm pair (A, I) that are not matched, but the expected utility of worker I

and the utility of firm A increase by matching with each other. A matching µ

is Bayesian blocked by an agent B (firm or worker) if the agent B prefers to
be unmatched to their current match in (expected) utility. A mechanism is
Bayesian stable if at least one of its equilibria is not blocked by any individual
or any pair of agents for every realization of all possible type realizations Ti.

Our main stability concept evaluates Bayesian stability directly after the
mechanism determines the matching, and the matching becomes public, which
we call immediate stability. Once the matches are public, Bayesian updating
about the types of other agents is possible. If this updating process leads to a
blocking individual or blocking pair, then the matching is not immediate stable.
Agents only infer information about types and preferences from the observed
matching, which is in contrast to (for example) Roth (1989) where preferences
become public knowledge.

Definition 3.2. Immediate stability: A matching is immediate stable if it is
Bayesian stable after the outcome of the matching mechanism is known to the
10Other papers consider different stability concepts; for example, the idea that a matching is

not stable if there is a positive probability to profit from rematching (Lazarova & Dimitrov,
2017), when there is no probability that the rematching leads to a worse outcome (ex-
ante stability in Bikhchandani, 2017), or whenever there is scope for a mutually beneficial
outcome given that transfer payments are possible (Liu et al., 2014).
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agents.

This definition of stability allows us to characterize matching mechanisms
that lead to stable outcomes. A mechanism guarantees stability if at least one of
its equilibria is always Bayesian stable. This implies that the mechanism leads
to stable outcomes for every realization of the firms’ types. Hence, a mechanism
is considered to be stable when every possible outcome of the given equilibrium
is stable. It is important to note that we implicitly define stability together with
the underlying mechanism because of potentially different degrees of information
revelation. While specific outcomes may be stable with one mechanism, they
are not stable with another.11

For our secondary stability concept, we assume that a player learns the type
of their matched agent after some time. We consider it reasonable that the
type of a partner gets revealed through interaction. Therefore, this constitutes
another natural point to evaluate stability. If an agent wants to rematch after
seeing the final matching and learning the true type of their partner, then the
matching is not ex-post stable. Hence, immediate stability and ex-post stability
are evaluated at different points in time (see Figure 3.1) but rely on the same
stability concept (Bayesian stability). At both points in time, agents update
their beliefs about the firms’ types.

Definition 3.3. Ex-post stability: A matching is ex-post stable if it is Bayesian
stable after the outcome of the matching mechanism is known to the agents and
workers learn the true type of the firm that they are matched with.

There is a connection between both stability notions in that ex-post sta-
bility implies immediate stability. The proof of Proposition 3.1 is delegated to
the Appendix (see Section C.1). The intuition is that an immediate outcome
can result in one or more ex-post outcomes. If all of the ex-post outcomes are

11For illustration, let us assume that a mechanism randomly pairs workers and firms without
taking the stated preferences into account. This mechanism may lead to the same outcome
as a DA mechanism. In the former cases, workers cannot infer something from the outcome
about firms’ true preferences, while they can in a DA mechanism.
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Figure 3.1: Timeline

stable, then the immediate outcome must also be stable because a mechanism
is stable if at least one of its equilibria is always stable with respect to the
true preferences. Meanwhile, immediate stability does not guarantee ex-post
stability.12 Imagine that there is one ex-post unstable outcome that only ma-
terializes with a small probability. In this situation, it can still be the case
that the outcome is immediate stable. Therefore, our main results focus on the
more restrictive concept of immediate instability, any results related to ex-post
stability are deferred to the Appendix.

Proposition 3.1. In a matching market with reciprocal preferences, ex-post
stability is a sufficient condition for immediate stability.

Strategy-proofness. The concept of strategy-proofness generally carries over
from the complete information setting. A mechanism is strategy-proof if it is
optimal to report preferences truthfully for every agent and for all strategies of
other agents. In our setting, strategy-proofness for a standard mechanism such
as the DA mechanism is only defined for agents without reciprocal preferences
because workers with reciprocal preferences cannot state their full preferences
profile.

Definition 3.4. Strategy-proofness: A mechanism is strategy-proof if truthful
preference revelation (or simply truth-telling) is a weakly dominant strategy for
every agent.

12The same correspondence holds between the concept of ex-post stability and the complete
information stability concept of Roth (1989), where all agents’ types become public knowl-
edge. In a matching market with reciprocal preferences, stability according to Roth (1989)
is a sufficient condition for ex-post stability.
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3.4 Two-Sided Matching Markets: Deferred Ac-

ceptance Mechanism

The DA mechanism (Gale & Shapley, 1962) plays a key role in two-sided mar-
kets because it achieves stable matching outcomes in a standard complete in-
formation setting. Agents on both sides of the market (proposers and receivers)
submit a rank-ordered preference list about the acceptable agents on the other
side of the market to the mechanism. In the DA mechanism, stability is compat-
ible with truth-telling for the proposing side of the mechanism. Under complete
information, the equilibrium misrepresentation of preferences by the receiving
side still results in stable outcomes (Roth, 1984). Given that there is no stable
and strategy-proof mechanism for both sides of the market (Roth, 1982), the
DA mechanism comes close to achieving the optimal outcome.

Due to these desirable properties, we first analyze reciprocal preferences in
the standard DA mechanism before generalizing our main findings to a broader
class of mechanisms. In the DA mechanism, both sides of the market must
submit a standard preference list to the mechanism in which each acceptable
agent of the other market side appears only once. Therefore, an agent with
reciprocal preferences must submit a standard preference list. For example,
a worker with reciprocal preferences A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 has to decide whether to
state A ≻ B or B ≻ A (assuming that being matched is better than remaining
unmatched).

In our setting, truth-telling remains a weakly dominant strategy for pro-
posers without reciprocal preferences. This follows immediately from the re-
sults in the standard setting of the DA mechanism. While the settings with
reciprocal preferences may change the strategy of other agents, the mechanism
remains the same. By the definition of a weakly dominant strategy, the poten-
tial adjustments of other players will not change the optimality of stating true
preferences for the proposer.

Proposition 3.2. Truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy for proposers with
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standard preferences in a one-to-one-matching under the DA mechanism.

Proof. Suppose not. Then there must be another strategy of the proposer which
does better for at least one set of played strategies by the other players. But
this contradicts the fact that, given any set of strategies by the other players,
truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy in a DA mechanism.

Meanwhile, receivers may have an incentive to misrepresent their prefer-
ences. This directly follows from the fact that our framework encompasses the
standard case, in which truth-telling is not a weakly dominant strategy for re-
ceivers. Following standard assumptions, we do not consider a rematching stage
in the market. In Appendix C.2.1, we relax this assumption and assume that
agents anticipate the rematching stage. Rematching leads to strategic misrep-
resentation of preferences by proposers in the first stage.

In the next step, we analyze the effect of reciprocal preferences on stability.
As shown through Example 3.1, the DA mechanism ceases to be immediate
stable if agents have reciprocal preferences. This is even true if receivers do
not misreport their preferences. We additionally show that there are matching
markets where no strategy for a worker with reciprocal preferences leads to an
immediate stable matching. This means that a receiver with reciprocal pref-
erences cannot choose any strategy that guarantees immediate stability, even
though all of the other agents state true preferences. In the case of standard
preferences, an outcome is always stable if every agent states their true pref-
erences (Gale & Shapley, 1962). A similar result cannot be established in the
case with reciprocal preferences.

We demonstrate that worker I cannot choose any strategy that guarantees
an immediate stable outcome by analyzing the same market as in Example 3.1.
Depending on the stated preferences of worker I, worker I can be matched
with firm A, firm B or remain unmatched. Every preference submission by
worker I has to result in one of these outcomes. We show that each of these
three outcomes can be immediate unstable. We have already shown that being
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matched with firm B (e.g., by stating I : B or I : B ≻ A) is immediate unstable
because worker I infers the type of firm A after seeing the final matching.
Worker I wants to be matched with firm A after learning that the firm is of
type A1. If worker I is matched with firm A (e.g., by stating A ≻ B (≻ I) or
by just stating A (≻ I)), then the matching will always be immediate unstable.
Worker I does not learn the type of A and forms a blocking pair with firm B

because she prefers being matched with firm B over firm A if she does not know
the type of firm A (I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)). In the last case
where worker I remains unmatched (by not stating a firm), she forms a blocking
pair with either of the two firms. This shows that worker I cannot submit any
preference profile that guarantees stability due to the information revelation by
seeing the final matching.

Proposition 3.3. The DA mechanism with reciprocal preferences is not always
immediate stable. There are markets where there is no strategy for a worker
that leads to an immediate stable outcome if all the other players state true
preferences.

In Appendix C.2.2, we show that there are matching markets that are always
ex-post unstable for every possible strategy that a player can choose in the
DA mechanism. At the same time, if agents were free to rematch directly
after the matching, then there are ex-post stable outcomes that agents would
not reach because of immediate instability. A worker may rationally want to
leave her match after the matching (immediate), but—given the realized type
of her match—still prefers to be matched with this firm (ex-post). We show
this in Appendix C.2.3. This implies that, even though ex-post stability is a
sufficient condition for immediate stability, transparency about the outcomes
of the matching mechanism prevents certain stable matching outcomes from
materializing if agents are free to rematch.

Instability also arises when the agents with reciprocal preferences are on
the proposing side and the agents with types are on the receiving side of the
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DA mechanism. Our main findings of instability due to reciprocal preferences
apply irrespective of the market side that faces uncertainty. This implies that
information about which side of the market has reciprocal preferences cannot
solve the problem from the designer’s perspective. The following Example 3.2
shows that the DA mechanism is neither immediate nor ex-post stable with
reciprocal preferences on the proposing and uncertainty on the receiving side.

Table 3.2: Example 2

Proposer / Worker Receiver / Firm

I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 A1 : I with (p)

II : II A2 : II ≻ I ≻ III with (1 − p)

III : A B : I

Given:

I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

Worker I has to decide about stating A ≻ B or B ≻ A. If she states A ≻ B,
then she will be matched with firm A; and if she states B ≻ A, then she will
be matched with firm B.13 We assume that worker I prefers to be matched
with firm B rather than being matched with firm A without knowing the type
[u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)]. Hence, she states B ≻ A and is matched
with firm B. However, worker I will infer the type of firm A through seeing
the final matching. If firm A is of type A2, then it is matched with worker III,
while firm A remains unmatched if it is of type A1. In the case of firm A1,
worker I and firm A want to rematch. The matching is immediate and ex-post
unstable.

Regarding agents’ incentives, we show that proposers do not have a weakly
dominant strategy in this setting. While in a standard setting of uncertainty,
truthful preference revelation is a weakly dominant strategy for the propos-
ing side, there is not one in the case of reciprocal preferences. The optimal

13All other players state true preferences in equilibrium.
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strategy of a proposer with reciprocal preferences depends on the behavior of
other market participants. We show this in a simple example (Appendix C.2.4).
Therefore, strategic considerations may even play a role for the proposing side
in an environment where proposers have reciprocal preferences.

3.5 Stability in Two-Sided Matching Markets

This section analyzes whether an alternative mechanism can remedy the ob-
served instability under the DA mechanism. We generalize the findings and
obtain an impossibility result: there is no mechanism that is immediate or
ex-post stable. We first demonstrate that no mechanism always achieves imme-
diate stability. For this, it is sufficient to show that a matching market exists
for which no mechanism can achieve immediate stability.

Proposition 3.4. There is no mechanism that is always immediate stable for
every matching market with reciprocal preferences.

We demonstrate this by showing one matching market where no mechanism
can achieve immediate stability.

Proof. Let h be a matching mechanism. The matching mechanism h selects a
matching µ for the stated preference profiles Q. A matching µ is a one-to-one
correspondence and denotes with whom agents are matched. We show that no
mechanism h can select an immediate stable matching according to the true
preferences in the following matching market.

The market consists of firm A and three workers (I, II, III). Firm A can
have two different types (A1, A2). Worker I has reciprocal preferences, while
workers II and III have standard preferences. The preference profiles P are
defined in Example 3.3. Worker I prefers to be unmatched rather than being
matched with firm A given their prior about firm A’s type in this example
(I : u(I) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)).
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Table 3.3: Example 3

Firm Worker

A1 : I ≻ II ≻ A ≻ III with (p) I : A1 ≻ I ≻ A2

A2 : III ≻ I ≻ A ≻ II with (1 − p) II : A ≻ II

III : III

Given:

I : u(I) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

The proof shows that no mechanism can select a match for both types A1

and A2 of firm A that is always immediate stable. Every possible matching is
either immediate unstable because the firm’s type is revealed and a blocking
pair emerges or because one of the firm types has an incentive to mimic the
other, which leads to immediate instability.

We proceed in three steps to establish that no mechanism is immediately
stable. First, we exclude from the set of potentially stable matchings those that
are immediate unstable without any information update and given worker I’s
prior about the firm’s type. Second, we narrow down the set of immediate stable
matchings by eliminating all matchings where the information updating about
the firm’s type through seeing the final matching leads to instability. Third, we
show that the remaining set of possibly stable matching cannot be reached due
to strategic play of the firm and a resulting pooling equilibrium that is always
immediate unstable.

Step 1: To reduce the set of potentially stable matchings, we first exclude
all matchings that are unstable given the preferences of agents and the workers’
priors about firm A’s type. A matching can only be immediate stable if firm A1

is matched with worker I or II, and type A2 is matched with worker I or
remains unmatched. A matching is immediate unstable in all the other cases.
Worker III prefers to be unmatched regardless of firm A’s type, while firm A

prefers to be unmatched if it is of type A2 and gets matched to worker II and
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firm A1 prefers to be matched with worker II if being unmatched.
Step 2: We further narrow down the set of immediate stable matchings

by considering the information updating of workers through seeing the final
matching. We start on the basis of the remaining possible, stable matchings
after Step 1 and show that firm A1 cannot be matched with worker II. If there is
a positive probability that both type’s of firm A are matched to worker II, then
the matching is immediate unstable because firm A2 prefers being unmatched
over being matched with firm A2. Hence, if the mechanism is immediate stable
it can only match firm A1 with worker II. However, if firm A1 is matched with
worker II, worker I can infer the type of firm A1. The matching is immediate
unstable because firm A1 and worker I form a blocking pair. Therefore, given
a immediate stable mechanism, firm A1 cannot be matched with worker II and
can only be matched with worker I.

Step 3: We show that every remaining possible, stable matching cannot
be reached due to the strategic play of firm type A2. For every matching
that has a positive probability of firm A2 being unmatched and firm A1 being
matched with worker I for sure, type A2 has an incentive to mimic type A1.
This would result in the matching µ(A1) = I and µ(A2) = I, which is not
immediate stable by assumption because worker I prefers to be unmatched
compared to being matched with firm A without knowing the type of firm A

(I : u(I) > p ·u(A1)+(1−p) ·u(A2)). This implies that every possible matching
is immediate unstable.

To demonstrate that there is no mechanism that always leads to an ex-post
stable matching, we build on Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.5. In a setting with reciprocal preferences, no mechanism always
leads to an ex-post stable matching.

Proof. Proposition 3.1 states that ex-post stability is a sufficient condition for
immediate stability in a matching market with reciprocal preferences. We show
in Proposition 3.4 that there is no immediate stable mechanism. By law of
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contraposition, a matching cannot be ex-post stable if it is immediate unstable.
Therefore, we can conclude that there is no ex-post stable mechanism.

3.6 School Choice Markets

In the school choice setting, only one side of the market consists of strategic
agents (Abdulkadiroğlu & Sönmez, 2003). The other side has priorities that
are not subject to misrepresentations. This framework especially applies to
public institutions (e.g., schools), which have priorities over other agents (e.g.,
students). These priorities must be truthfully reported to the mechanism. For
example, a school may be required by law to prioritize its applicants according
to specific rules (e.g., scores in entrance exams or distance to the students’
residence). Understanding the effects of reciprocal preferences in school choice
is crucial in its own right but it can also provide insights for effective mechanism
design when comparing outcomes with those of standard two-sided markets.
We will show that excluding strategic considerations for one side of the market,
combined with choosing the right mechanism, resolves the instability associated
with reciprocal preferences.

Like the standard two-sided market, reciprocal preferences only affect sta-
bility in a school choice setting when there is uncertainty about the priorities.
One may think about (at least) three different reasons for uncertainty in the
school choice setting. First, the rules on how priorities are formed might not
be publicly available. Second, the rules are publicly available but the costs
to understand them are high, which may be especially true when considering
a sizeable potential choice set. Third, an applicant knows how priorities are
formed but lacks information about the characteristics of other applicants, and
she therefore faces uncertainty about the final priorities.

Under uncertainty about the priorities, the DA mechanism results in un-
stable outcomes. The uncertainty about schools’ priorities can still result in
ex-post suboptimal decisions of the applicants. The intuition is that applicants
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have to make a choice under uncertainty about the true priorities because these
are not revealed ex-ante. Given that individuals care about their true ranking
in the preference lists, this can result in unstable matchings. We show this
through Example 3.4, where applicant I has to decide between stating A ≻ B

or B ≻ A. Given that uncertainty applicant I prefers being matched with
school B rather than being matched with school A given her prior about the
schools’ type [I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)], she states B ≻ A. Ap-
plicant I learns whether school A is of type A1 or A2 after seeing the final
matching. If firm A is unmatched worker I knows that it is of type A1 and they
build a blocking pair. When school A is of type A1, the outcome is immediate
and ex-post unstable.14

Table 3.4: Example 4

Proposer / School Receiver / Applicant

A1 : I with (p) I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2

A2 : II ≻ I ≻ III with (1 − p) II : II

B : I III : A

Given:

I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

We present two simple remedies to overcome this inefficiency: first by in-
ducing information revelation before applicants submit their preference list, and
second by incorporating reciprocal preferences into the ranking. We consider
a simple sequential variant of the DA mechanism to induce information reve-
lation. In this Two-Stage Deferred Acceptance (TSDA) mechanism, the mar-
ket side with uncertain preferences first submits their rankings publicly to the
mechanism. The side with reciprocal preferences then submits their preference
ranking, incorporating the information from the first step. With these prefer-
ences, we run a standard DA mechanism. Therefore, the only difference between
14In Appendix C.2.5, we show that this does not depend on whether the applicants are on

the receiving or proposing side of the algorithm.
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a standard DA and the TSDA mechanism is the preference submission’s timing
and observability.

The TSDA mechanism solves the information asymmetries without any
caveats in the school choice problem. Institutions state their priorities truth-
fully, which results in a situation of complete information. Reciprocal prefer-
ences can affect the preference order but every applicant can rank schools un-
ambiguously by incorporating the information about the schools’ preferences.
Truth-telling then means submitting those preferences. If applicants are on the
receiving side of the algorithm, they might still misrepresent their preferences
in equilibrium as in the standard DA mechanism but the outcome is stable (see
Roth, 1984). If applicants are on the proposing side, then they do not have any
incentive to misrepresent their preferences. Hence, a TSDA mechanism with
the applicants as the proposers leads to truth-telling and stability.

A variant of the standard DA mechanism that allows individuals to submit
their complete preferences order (even if they have reciprocal preferences) also
leads to stability. In the standard DA mechanism, participants submit a rank-
ordered list in which all of the acceptable partners are listed once. Instead,
the preferences lists of our modified version of the DA mechanism can include
reciprocal preferences. This means that agents can submit their full contingent
preference lists to the mechanism (e.g., I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 instead of having
to decide whether to rank A over B, or vice versa). We call this version the
Reciprocal References Deferred Acceptance (RPDA) mechanism.

The mechanism then uses the (simultaneously) stated preferences of all
agents and creates a standard preference ranking for every agent. For appli-
cant I who submitted the preference profile A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 to the mechanism,
the mechanism assesses whether applicant I prefers school A over B based on
the stated preferences of these schools. If school A stated applicant I as their
highest preference, then the mechanism assigns the preference profile A ≻ B

to agent I. If school A did not state applicant I as their highest preference,
then the mechanism uses the ranking B ≻ A. With these rank-ordered lists,
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a standard DA mechanism takes place. Implicitly, the mechanism takes the
stated preferences as the true preferences. While the reciprocal preferences of
agents are based on the true preferences, the mechanism determines the final
rankings by using the stated preference information.

The RPDA mechanism is stable when applicants are on the proposing side of
the algorithm (and schools with standard preferences on the receiving side). The
proposing side has a weakly dominant strategy to state true preferences and the
receiving side submits their (true) priorities.15 Applicants do not have to take
into account any strategic considerations when stating their complete preference
profile. Like the TSDA mechanism, the RPDA mechanism is strategy-proof and
stable when individuals are on the proposing side. However, when applicants
are on the receiving side of the mechanism, uncertainty and preference misrep-
resentations can lead to instability. As in standard DA mechanism, the RPDA
mechanism is not strategy-proof for the receiving side. By misrepresenting their
preferences, receivers might be able to implement the receiver optimal stable
matching (instead of the proposer optimal matching). Due to the uncertainty,
these misrepresentation can result in immediate and ex-post unstable outcomes,
even in the absence of reciprocal preferences.

Proposition 3.6. The DA mechanism does not achieve stability in a school
choice setting where applicants have reciprocal preferences. In contrast, a se-
quential variant of the DA (TSDA) mechanism and a variant in which agents
can submit their reciprocal preferences to the mechanism (RPDA) can achieve
stability.

Therefore, the TSDA or the RPDA mechanisms may be perceived as solu-

15Stating true preferences is a weakly dominant strategy for proposers in the standard DA
mechanism (Roth, 1982). Therefore, an agent cannot do better than stating (reciprocal)
preferences in the RPDA mechanism that correspond to these standard preferences. In the
school choice setting, schools are non-strategic and reveal their priorities truthfully. Given
that applicants state their true reciprocal preferences, the standard preference ranking pro-
duced by the RPDA mechanism precisely reflects the applicants’ preferences under complete
information. Therefore, stating true reciprocal preferences is a weakly dominant strategy
in the RPDA mechanism.
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tions to situations with reciprocal preferences in standard two-sided matching
markets with strategic players on both sides of the market. We demonstrate in
Section 3.5 that there are no mechanisms that achieve Bayesian stability (both
after agents observe the mechanism’s outcome and once agents learn the type of
their partner). This implies that neither the TSDA nor the RPDA mechanism
can guarantee Bayesian stability.

In contrast to the DA mechanism, neither TSDA and RPDA mechanisms
are strategy-proof if we consider a standard setting with strategic firms on the
proposing side (see the proof in Appendix C.2.6). The underlying idea of the
TSDA and RPDA mechanism is that workers can react to the types and pref-
erences of firms. This also implies that firms start to send favorable signals
to applicants strategically. For example, despite preferring a very talented ap-
plicant who is extremely unlikely to join a (mediocre) firm in any case, this
firm may use its top signal for an applicant whose decision could be influenced
by it. One can even show that there are markets in which the DA mecha-
nism achieves stable outcomes in undominated strategies that imply truthful
reporting for firms, while the TSDA mechanism does not (see Appendix C.2.7).

3.7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we motivate, formalize, and analyze the effects of reciprocal
preferences in matching markets. Reciprocal preferences allow for the possibility
that preferences of the other market side influence an agent’s preferences. We
provide three main results when agents care about others’ preferences without
perfectly knowing these. First, we show that the DA mechanism ceases to be
stable when agents observe the final allocation of the mechanism. Even if agents
do not strategically misrepresent their preferences, the final matching can be
unstable. Second, we demonstrate that no mechanism always leads to a stable
matching when (at least) one of the agents has reciprocal preferences. Third,
when extending our analysis to a school choice setting, we show that variants
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of the DA mechanism achieve stability.

We assume one-sided reciprocal preferences throughout this paper. In prin-
ciple, this can be extended to consider reciprocal preferences on both sides of
the market. Once we do so, we need to define how the reciprocal preferences of
worker I correspond to firm A’s preferences if these are also reciprocal to avoid
a recursive problem. If firm A’s preference order is I1 ≻ II1 ≻ I2 ≻ II2, then
it is unclear whether worker I is ranked better or worse than worker II in the
preference list of firm A (and hence how worker I’s preferences should respond
to these). One reasonable possibility to solve this problem is to assume that
every reciprocal preference order must have a general structure, such that being
ranked the same by every agent on the other market side induces the same rank-
ing. Given the reciprocal preferences of firm A, this general preference order
would be I ≻ II, because the firm prefers I ≻ II when being ranked first by
both workers, and when being ranked second by each worker. Once we assume
that there exits such a general preference order and that reciprocal preferences
are based on it, the model becomes tractable again.

Understanding the effects of reciprocal preferences is critical for understand-
ing why certain matching markets do not perform satisfactorily. First, reciprocal
preferences provide a rationale for why agents may prefer decentralized match-
ing over centralized (algorithmic) matching mechanisms. Decentralized markets
in which agents interact allow them to learn the other sides’ preferences, which
makes it hard to establish a centralized mechanism if they care about others’
preferences. Second, modifications of the mechanism by participants can be a
consequence of reciprocal preferences. Agents may add screening tools to at-
tract especially interested candidates, such as early admission (Avery & Levin,
2010), or may even base their own ranking directly on other agents’ preferences
(Chiu & Weng, 2009; U. Dur et al., 2022). Third, the results help us to un-
derstand observed instability in centralized matching markets. Given that true
preferences are largely unobservable, theory can help evaluate the reasons for
instability and allow for a better design of matching mechanisms. Policy con-
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clusions given observed instability in a mechanism crucially depend on whether
the reason for instability is a strategic misrepresentation of preferences or are
reciprocal preferences per se.

This paper informs market designers about what information should be dis-
closed. We show that information about others’ preferences is crucial for sta-
bility. While the market designer has arguably little influence on the agents’
learning preferences of others in individual conversations, they can guide infor-
mation flows by revealing all final matches to the agents (or even the submitted
preference rankings). This is not only crucial for the effect of reciprocal prefer-
ences to come into play but it also matters if agents have other non-standard
preferences, such as regret that crucially depends on counterfactual outcomes.

Our findings on stability in school choice also inform policy where institu-
tions are strategic agents and forcing them to act non-strategic might be im-
possible. In this case, one may oblige schools to determine preferences based on
objective and transparent criteria. The need for schools to determine their rank-
ing based on these criteria increases the credibility that the ranking corresponds
to the actual preferences. Ranking applicants according to some pre-specified
criteria where compliance can be (partially) verified by the market designer mit-
igates the scope of submitting non-truthful preferences and enhances stability.
In that sense, designing rules for a matching market that make it more similar
to a school choice setting can increase stability and welfare.

This paper highlights that standard matching mechanisms do not function
as desired when agents care about others’ preferences without perfectly know-
ing them. This is true not only for reciprocal preferences but also for more
generally situations in which agents have type-dependent preferences, with the
types themselves being defined by the preferences of the other agents. While
this paper focuses on reciprocal preferences, investigating different classes of
type-dependent preferences in matching markets remains for future research.
Natural extensions of our current analysis include considering additional infor-
mation structures about initial preferences, other information sets when eval-
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uating stability, and different stability concepts under uncertainty. While we
derive our (negative) results on stability through the theoretical analysis of mar-
kets, we have a limited understanding of how often instability actually occurs in
markets when using standard mechanisms. Therefore, in complementary work
(Opitz & Schwaiger, 2022a), we show the relevance of reciprocal preferences
for (in)stability through a laboratory experiment and validate our underlying
theoretical assumption.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 1

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1.2

Proof. This proof solves for a symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium bidding
strategy bi(v) = b(v) ∀i = 1, ..., n in a FPSB auction. A manager wins the
auction if he submits the highest bid and has to pay a price equal to his bid
bi(v). The expected payoff of a manager i is: Ui(bi, b−i, vi, a, s) = Pr[bj ≤

bi, ∀ j ̸= i] · (s(vi − bi) + a).

Bidder i chooses bi(v) to solve:

max
bi

u :
(
F (b−1(bi))

)n−1
· (s(vi − bi) + a) (A.1)

F.O.C.:

(s(vi − bi) + a)(n − 1)
(
F (b−1(bi))

)n−2
f(b−1(bi))

1
b′(b−1(bi))

− s
(
F (b−1(b))

)n−1

= 0

At a symmetric equilibrium bi = b(vi). The F.O.C reduce to:

89
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(s(v − b(v)) + a) · (n − 1)F (v)n−2f(v) 1
b′(v)) = sF (v)n−1

(s(v − b(v)) + a) · (n − 1) f(v)
F (v) = b′(v)s

The next step solves the problem for the uniform distribution on [0, 1]: F (v) = v

and f(v) = 1

b′(v) · s = (s(v − b(v)) + a) · (n − 1)1
v

(A.2)

b′(v) · v = (n − 1)(v + a

s
) − (n − 1) · b(v)

b′(v) · v + (n − 1) · b(v) = (n − 1)(v + a

s
)

b′(v) · vn−1 + (n − 1) · b(v)vn−2 = (n − 1)(vn−1 + a

s
vn−2)

∂

∂v

(
b(v) · vn−1

)
= (n − 1)(vn−1 + a

s
vn−2)

∫ v

0

∂

∂t

(
b(t) · tn−1

)
dt = (n − 1)

∫ v

0
tn−1 + a

s
tn−2 dt

b(v) · vn−1 = (n − 1)
([ 1

n
tn
]v

0
+ a

s

[ 1
n − 1tn−1

]v

0

)

b(v) · vn−1 = n − 1
n

· vn + a

s

(
n − 1
n − 1

)
vn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

· v + a

s

The bidding function is equal to the standard bidding function bF P SB
Standard(v) =

n − 1
n

v plus the fraction a

s
.

Next, we show that this is an equilibrium that maximizes utility. We assume
a bidder can bid like a bidder with type x while every other bidder follows the
derived bidding strategy. We show that it is optimal for a bidder not to deviate
(x = v).
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The expected utility of a bidder is u(x, v) = xn−1(a + s(v − b(x))

max
b

u : xn−1(a + s(v − n − 1
n

x − a

s
)

= xn−1sv − xns
n − 1

n

We take the derivative to solve for the optimal x.

∂u

∂x
= (n − 1)xn−2sv − nxn−1s

n − 1
n

= 0

(n − 1)xn−2sv = nxn−1s
n − 1

n

v = x

We take the second derivative to show that this is indeed a maximum.

∂2u

∂x2 = (n − 2)(n − 1)svxn−3 − (n − 1)2sxn−2

This is a maximum because the function is concave around v = x.

(n − 2)(n − 1)svxn−3 − (n − 1)2sxn−2 < 0

n − 2 < n − 1

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1.4

Proof. As shown, a manager will never bid higher than v if the potential punish-
ment is harsh enough z > a. Managers are restricted to not bid higher than v.
First, we show that up to value v̄ = (n−1)a

s
a manager bids according to b = v.

Given that all other bidders bid bj = vj where vj < (n − 1)a

s
= v̄ ∀j, if vi ≤ v̄,
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we want to show that a manager i also bids b(vi) = vi.

(1) If the bid b > v, the manager’s utility is negative due to the punishment.

(2) Now we show that underbidding is not optimal when v < (n − 1)a

s
.

Suppose the manager bids b = v − ϵ > 0. Then his problem is:

max
ϵ

(v − ϵ)n−1[a + sϵ]

s.t. ϵ ≥ 0

F.O.C.:

(n − 1)(v − ϵ)n−2 · (−1)(a + sϵ) + (v − ϵ)n−1s ≤ 0

with ” = ” if ϵ > 0.

Suppose now, ϵ > 0. Then,

(v − ϵ)n−2[−(n − 1)(a + sϵ) + (v − ϵ)s] = 0

⇒ ϵ = 1
n

[v − (n − 1)a

s
]

But this is a contradiction because with v ≤ (n − 1)a

s
this results in ϵ < 0.

Manager i wants to deviate by bidding higher. However, this option is already
ruled out. Therefore, ϵ = 0.

If ϵ = 0 :
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(n − 1)(v)n−2(−1)a + (v)n−1s < 0

vn−1s < (n − 1)vn−2a

vs < (n − 1)a

v < (n − 1)a

s

All bidders with a value lower than v < v̄ bid according to the symmetric bid-
ding function b(v) = v. Bidders with a value v ≥ v̄ follow a symmetric Bayesian
Nash Equilibrium bidding strategy b(v) = b(v) The maximization problem is
the same as in the case without punishment (equation (A.1)). However the
support is

[
(n − 1)a

s
, 1
]

and it assumes that a bidder with value v̄ is bidding
b(v̄) = v̄.

As these proofs follow the same first steps as those above, the following proofs
begin with equation (A.2). Again, solving for the uniform distribution: F (v) =
v and f(v) = 1.

b′(v) · s = (s(v − b(v)) + a) · (n − 1)1
v

b′(v) · v = (n − 1)(v + a

s
) − (n − 1) · b(v)

b′(v) · v + (n − 1) · b(v) = (n − 1)(v + a

s
)

b′(v) · vn−1 + (n − 1) · b(v)vn−2 = (n − 1)(vn−1 + a

s
vn−2)

∂

∂v

(
b(v) · vn−1

)
= (n − 1)(vn−1 + a

s
vn−2)

∫ v

v̄

∂

∂t

(
b(t) · tn−1 dt

)
= (n − 1)

∫ v

v̄
tn−1 + a

s
tn−2 dt

b(v)vn−1 − b(v̄)v̄n−1 = (n − 1)
([ 1

n
tn
]v

v̄
+ a

s

[ 1
n − 1tn−1

]v

v̄

)

As shown before, the support is
[
(n − 1)a

s
, 1
]

and therefore v̄ = (n − 1)a

s
and a
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bidder with valuation v̄ bids b(v̄) = b
(
(n − 1)a

s

)
= (n − 1)a

s
.

b(v)vn−1 − b((n − 1)a

s
)v̄n−1 = (n − 1)

([ 1
n

tn
]v

v̄
+ a

s

[ 1
n − 1tn−1

]v

v̄

)

b(v)vn−1 − (n − 1)a

s
· v̄n−1 = n − 1

n
vn − n − 1

n
v̄n + a

s
vn−1 − a

s
v̄n−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v − n − 1
n

v̄n

vn−1 + a

s
− a

s

v̄n−1

vn−1 + (n − 1)a

s

v̄n−1

vn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
− n − 1

n

v̄n

vn−1 + a

s
(n − 2) v̄n−1

vn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
− n − 1

n

(
(n − 1)a

s

)n

vn−1 + a

s
(n − 2)

(
(n − 1)a

s

)n−1

vn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−

(n − 1)n+1
(

a

s

)n

nvn−1 + (n − 2)
(n − 1)n−1

(
a

s

)n

vn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−

(
a

s

)n

(n − 1)n+1 − n(n − 2)(n − 1)n−1
(

a

s

)n

nvn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n

(n − 1)n−1 (n − 1)2 − n(n − 2)
nvn−1

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1

Next, we show that this is an equilibrium that maximizes utility. We assume
a bidder can bid like a bidder with type x while every other bidder follows the
derived bidding strategy. We show that it is optimal for a bidder not to deviate
(x = v).

The expected utility of a bidder is u(x, v) = xn−1(a + s(v − b(x))

max
b

u : xn−1
(

a + s

(
v − n − 1

n
x − a

s
+
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nxn−1

))

= xn−1sv − xns
n − 1

n
+ s

(
a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

n

We take the derivative to solve for the optimal x.
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∂u

∂x
= (n − 1)xn−2sv − nxn−1s

n − 1
n

= 0

(n − 1)xn−2sv = nxn−1s
n − 1

n

v = x

We take the second derivative to show that this is indeed a maximum.

∂2u

∂x2 = (n − 2)(n − 1)svxn−3 − (n − 1)2sxn−2

This is a maximum because the function is concave around v = x.

(n − 2)(n − 1)svxn−3 − (n − 1)2sxn−2 < 0

n − 2 < n − 1

In the next step, we show that for values higher than v > v̄ =
(

a
s

)
(n−1) the

optimal bid according to the bidding function b(v) = n−1
n

v + a
s

−
(

a
s

)n (n−1)n−1

nvn−1

is never higher than v. If the bid would be greater than v the manager would
again restrain himself from bidding higher than v due to possible punishment
from the owner. Hence, showing that the slope of the bidding function is never
greater than 1 is a proof that the bidding function b(v) is never higher than v

for values v > v̄.

b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1

= n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

n
v1−n
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∂b(v)
∂v

< 1

n − 1
n

+
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n

n

1
vn

< 1

n − 1 +
(

a

s

)n

(n − 1)n 1
vn

< n

(
a

s

)n

(n − 1)n 1
vn

< 1
(

a

s

)n

(n − 1)n < vn

a

s
(n − 1) < v

Given the threshold v̄ the value v is greater than a

s
(n − 1). Hence, the slope of

the bidding function is lower than 1.

A.3 Additional Proofs

A.3.1 Manager’s Bid greater than Bid in Standard Set-

ting.

The following proof shows that the bid of a managers is always higher if a > 0
than compared to the standard setting.

Proof. Proof for values v ≤ v̄ that bF P SB
Standard < bF P SB

P unishment:

n − 1
n

v < v

n − 1
n

< 1

Proof for values v > v̄ that bF P SB
Standard < bF P SB

P unishment:
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bF P SB
P unishment > bF P SB

Standard

n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1 >
n − 1

n
v

a

s
>
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1

nvn−1 >
(

(n − 1)a

s

)n−1

n( 1
n−1 )v > (n − 1)a

s

Only managers with a valuation v greater than the threshold v̄ = a
s
(n − 1)

bid according to the bidding function (b(v) = n − 1
n

v + a

s
−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

nvn−1 ).
It is enough to prove that the condition holds for v̄ because higher values of v

increase the left hand side of the equation. If the equation holds for v̄ = a
s
(n−1)

it must hold for all values greater than v̄.

n( 1
n−1 ) a

s
(n − 1) > (n − 1)a

s

n( 1
n−1 ) > 1

n > 1n−1

By assumption n > 1. The condition holds.

A.3.2 Monotonic Increasing Bidding Function

This proof shows that the bidding function is monotonic increasing.

Proof. ∂b(v)
∂v

= n − 1
n

−
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n−1

n
(1 − n)v−n

= n − 1
n

+
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n

n
v−n

= n − 1
n︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
(

a

s

)n (n − 1)n

n

1
vn︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0

> 0
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 2

B.1 Behavioral Theory Model

B.1.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1

Proof. By Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, an increase in lr increases ap and cr. We
use the Implicit Function Theorem to prove that an increase in ap or cr both
weakly increases cp. Hence, the increase in lr must weakly increase cp. We start
with Equation (2.2) derived in Section 2.4.1, which shows the condition that
maximizes the adjusted utility of a proposer, assuming an interior solution.

F (cp; ap, cr) = ∂vp

∂cp

= ∂up

∂cp︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+ ap · ∂ur

∂cp︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

= 0

We can make statements about the first and second partial derivatives of the
twice differentiable concave direct utility functions (up,r). Higher contributions
by the proposer cp increase the monetary outcome of a receiver and decrease
the monetary outcome of a proposer. This means that a higher contribution
by the proposer (cp) has a negative effect on the proposer’s direct utility, while
it positively affects the receiver’s direct utility (∂up

∂cp
< 0, ∂ur

∂cp
> 0). The second

partial derivatives, ∂2up

∂cp
2 < 0 and ∂2ur

∂cp
2 < 0, are both negative. The positive

marginal utility of more money decreases for the receiver. The negative marginal

99
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utility of losing money increases with less money for the proposer. The mixed
partial derivatives are both positive ( ∂2up

∂cp∂cr
> 0 and ∂2ur

∂cp∂cr
> 0). For higher

contributions of the other player, the negative marginal utility of contributing
to the PGG is smaller, because the income is higher. This is true for the
proposer and the receiver.

We use the Implicit Function Theorem to show how a change of ap and cr

affects cr. Proof that the optimal contribution cp increases with a higher level
of altruism ( ∂cp

∂ap
> 0):

∂cp

∂ap

= −

∂F

∂ap

∂F

∂cp

= −

> 0︷︸︸︷
∂ur

∂cp

∂2up

∂cp
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

< 0

+ ap
∂2ur

∂cp
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

< 0

> 0

Proof that the optimal contribution cp increases with a higher contribution of
the receiver (∂cp

∂cr
> 0):

∂cp

∂cr

= −

∂F

∂cr

∂F

∂cp

= −

>0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂2up

∂cp∂cr

+

>0︷ ︸︸ ︷
ap

∂2ur

∂cp∂cr

∂2up

∂cp
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

< 0

+ ap
∂2ur

∂cp
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

< 0

> 0

The equations above show that the denominator ∂F/∂cp is always smaller
than 0. Therefore, the necessary condition for the Implicit Function Theorem
holds that the denominator is never 0.

This proves that cp increases in lr in the case of interior solutions. If the
level of altruism ap is so low that the contribution before and after the update
is equal to zero (c̄p = c̈p = 0), or if the contribution before is already at a
maximum c̄p = cmax, the effect can be zero. Hence, the overall effect of an
increase in lr is non-negative on cp.
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B.1.2 Proof of Proposition 2.2

Proof. To prove that the proposer’s adjusted utility (vp) increases in lr, we
show that a proposer can always choose a contribution c̈p that guarantees him
a higher adjusted utility (vp) than with a lower lr. Following the experimental
framework, we model an increase in lr through learning the preferences of the
matched receiver. This means that we demonstrate that a proposer’s adjusted
utility increases when he learns that lr is higher than he previously thought.
Note that we do not derive a proposer’s optimal strategy, but show that there
is always a strategy that makes the proposer better off.

The initially optimal contributions (given l̄r and āp) by a proposer (receiver)
are denoted by c̄p (c̄r). The resulting monetary outcome of a proposer (receiver)
is m̄p (m̄r) and their direct (monetary) utility is ūp (ūr). The preferences that
the proposer then learns are denoted as l̈r (> l̄r), and the receiver’s contribu-
tion is c̈r (> c̄r). The latter directly follows from Assumption 2. Note that if a
player contributes c to the PGG, the sum of marginal returns for both players
is greater than c. Therefore, contributing is always socially optimal.

In order to guarantee a higher adjusted utility, the proposer follows
the following strategy: Contribute c̈p, so that the receiver’s new monetary
outcome m̈r equals her old monetary outcome m̄r (see Case 1). If this is not
possible because it would require a higher contribution than is possible in the
PGG (c̈p > cmax), contribute the maximum possible contribution cmax to the
PGG (see Case 2).

Case 1: Contribute c̈p such that m̈r = m̄r.
The receiver’s direct utility ür remains the same as her previous direct utility ūr.
Because both players contribute more, the overall monetary outcome is larger
than before. Given that c̈p is set such that ür = ūr, the monetary payoff for
proposer (m̈p) must have increased. This implies that the proposer’s adjusted
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up, ur

mp, mrm̄p m̈p m̈r m̄r

ūp

üp

ür

ūr

Figure B.1: Contributing cmax by the Proposer

utility must also increase, because his direct utility up and the level of altruism
ap increases, while the receiver’s direct utility remains constant ur.

This strategy might not always be possible. It can be the case that, even if
the proposer contributes cmax, the new receiver’s monetary outcome remains
smaller than before (m̈r < m̄r). lNevertheless, contributing cmax will always
yield a a higher adjusted utility for the proposer vp than before.

Case 2: Contribute c̈p = cmax.
If the proposer contributes cmax and m̈r < m̄r, the overall monetary outcome
increases due to the increased overall contributions (m̈p +m̈r > m̄p +m̄r). Since
m̈r < m̄r, the monetary gain for the proposer must be greater than the monetary
loss for the receiver (m̈p − m̄p > m̄r − m̈r). It must also follow that m̈r ≥ m̈p

because the proposer contributes cmax. Only, if the receiver also contributes
c̈r = cmax, both monetary outcomes are the same (m̈p = m̈r). Due to the
concavity of the direct utility function, the increase in proposer’s direct utility
must be greater than the direct utility loss for the receiver (see Figure B.1). The
increase of altruism even dampens the decrease of the receiver’s direct utility
ur on the proposer’s adjusted utility vp.
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B.2 Preregistered Analyses

Result 2: Regression Analysis

Table B.1: Preference Adjustments across
Treatments

1[Preference Adjustment]

(1) (2)

Info .165∗∗∗ .158∗∗∗

[.095,.234] [.089,.227]

Loss Aversion -.020
[-.051,.012]

Cognitive Ability (Raven’s’) -.007
[-.037,.022]

Male -.002
[-.073,.070]

Observations 575 575
Notes. Logit Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. The
table shows marginal effects at the mean from a logit regression.
Standard errors clustered at the individual level. The values in
square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals.
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Result 3: Regression Analysis

Table B.2: Consistency of Preference Adjustments

1[Consistent Preference Adjustment]

(1) (2)

Info .152∗∗∗ .150∗∗∗

[.108,.195] [.107,.193]

Loss Aversion -.010
[-.024,.005]

Cognitive Ability (Raven’s’) -.000
[-.016,.016]

Male -.021
[-.060,.018]

Observations 575 575
Notes. Logit Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. This table shows
marginal effects at the mean from logit regressions where the dependent variable
is an indicator for whether someone changed their preferences consistent with
having reciprocal preferences. Standard errors are clustered at the individual
level. The values in square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Info is an indicator, taking the value of one if the participant was randomly as-
signed to the treatment Info. Loss aversion and Cognitive ability are calculated
as detailed in Footnote 17, Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a par-
ticipant indicated to identify as male.

Unconditional Contributions of Receivers

A) Averages by Preference for partner
B) Distributions by Preference for

partner

Notes. This figure displays the unconditional contributions of receivers by their preferences for the matched
proposer. Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched proposer was the first choice of
the receiver, three if the matched receiver was the second choice, and so on. Panel A) shows averages, Panel

B) the cumulative distribution functions.

Figure B.2: Unconditional PGG Contributions: Receiver
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Table B.3: Unconditional PGG Contributions of Receivers

Unconditional PGG Contribution (0-10)

(1) (2)

Preference for partner (1-4) 1.023∗∗∗ .960∗∗∗

[.719,1.328] [.666,1.253]

Round -.216∗∗∗

[-.345,-.087]
Loss Aversion -.480∗

[-.987,.027]
Cognitive Ability (Raven’s’) .315

[-.090,.720]
Male -.805

[-2.207,.597]

Observations 575 575
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clus-
tered at the individual level. The values in square brackets represent the 95% confi-
dence intervals.
Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched partner was the
first choice of the participant, three if the matched partner was the second choice, and
so on. Round is a count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round
1-5). Loss aversion and Cognitive ability are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17,
Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a participant indicated to identify as male.
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B.3 Exploratory Analyses

Determinants of Proposers’ Preference Adjustments

Table B.4: Determinants of Proposers’ Preference Adjustments

1[Preference Adjustment]

No-Info Info

(1) (2) (3)

Preference for initial partner (1-4) -.122∗∗∗ -.117∗∗∗ -.124∗∗∗

[-.172,-.073] [-.180,-.055] [-.188,-.060]

Round -.023∗∗ -.027∗ -.028∗

[-.045,-.001] [-.056,.003] [-.058,.002]

Loss Aversion -.004 -.024 -.025
[-.047,.040] [-.081,.033] [-.082,.033]

Cognitive Ability (Raven’s’) .001 -.020 -.022
[-.025,.028] [-.080,.041] [-.084,.039]

Male .036 -.047 -.046
[-.055,.127] [-.165,.071] [-.164,.073]

Average preference of other receivers (1-4) .088∗∗

[.010,.166]

Initial partner’s preference (1-4) -.081∗∗∗ -.085∗∗∗

[-.140,-.021] [-.145,-.025]

Highest preference of other receivers (1-4) .092∗∗∗

[.041,.143]

Observations 290 285 285
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the indi-
vidual level. The values in square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Preference for initial partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the initial matched partner was the first
choice of the participant, three if the matched partner was the second choice, and so on. Round is a
count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round 1-5). Loss aversion and Cogni-
tive ability are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17, Male is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a
participant indicated to identify as male. Initial partner’s preferences (1-4) takes the value of four if
the participant was the most preferred choice of their initial partner (i.e. before being able to adjust
their preferences), three if the participant was the second most preferred choice, and so on. Average
preference of other receivers (1-4) calculates the average preference of the other receiver and takes
the value of four if the participant was the most preferred choice of all three receivers, the partici-
pant was not matched to initially. Highest preference of other receivers (1-4) takes the value of four
if the partner was the most preferred choice of at least one of the non-matched receivers, three if the
participant was not the most preferred choice of any receiver, but the second most preferred choice
of at least one, and so on.
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Predicting PGG Contribution with Questionnaire Responses

Table B.5: PGG Contributions and Questionnaire Responses

Unconditional Contribution Avg. Conditional Contribution

(1) (2)

Cat over Dog -.207 .106
[-.535,.121] [-.204,.415]

Book over Film .372 .005
[-.119,.863] [-.396,.406]

Beach over City .150 -.028
[-.343,.644] [-.410,.353]

Bar over Club -.176 -.225
[-.678,.326] [-.643,.192]

Living Alone over Shared -.133 -.117
[-.531,.264] [-.487,.253]

Reserved .455∗ .179
[-.025,.935] [-.249,.607]

Lazy .014 .021
[-.509,.537] [-.428,.470]

Handy with Hands .261 .257
[-.176,.698] [-.105,.619]

Spontaneous .092 .229
[-.421,.605] [-.290,.748]

Conflict Avoidant .046 .227
[-.456,.547] [-.175,.629]

Strictness Covid19 Policy -.108 .333
[-.691,.475] [-.097,.763]

Quota Disadvantaged .417 -.031
[-.081,.914] [-.449,.387]

Bicycle Helmet Mandatory .032 .055
[-.420,.485] [-.318,.428]

Legalize Marijuana .342 .194
[-.092,.775] [-.219,.606]

Taxes Unhealthy Food -.124 .106
[-.543,.296] [-.229,.441]

Observations 1150 575
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the individual level.
The values in square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals. Column (1) includes both receivers
and proposers. Column (2) only includes proposers, because receivers did not make conditional contribu-
tion decisions. For the wording of the questions, answered on a Likert scale from 1-4, see Appendix B.4.2.
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Beliefs of Receivers about PGG Contribution of Partner

Notes. This figure displays the beliefs of receivers about the unconditional
PGG contributions of their matched proposer by their preferences for the
matched proposer. Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if

the matched proposer was the first choice of the receiver, three if the
matched receiver was the second choice, and so on.

Figure B.3: Beliefs of Receivers: PGG Contributions
of Partner

Table B.6: Beliefs of Receivers: PGG Contributions of Partner

Beliefs about partner’s PGG contribution (0-10)

(1) (2)

Preference for partner (1-4) .983∗∗∗ .944∗∗∗

[.742,1.225] [.708,1.181]

Round -.057
[-.198,.084]

Loss Aversion -.234
[-.710,.241]

Cognitive Ability (Raven’s’) .213
[-.111,.537]

Male -.056
[-1.142,1.029]

Observations 575 575
Notes. OLS Regressions. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1. Standard errors clustered at the
individual level. The values in square brackets represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Preference for partner (1-4) takes the value of four if the matched partner was the first choice
of the participant, three if the matched partner was the second choice, and so on. Round is
a count variable, indicating the number of the current round (Round 1-5). Loss aversion and
Cognitive ability are calculated as detailed in Footnote 17, Male is an indicator taking the
value of 1 if a participant indicated to identify as male.
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Payoffs from PGG across Treatments

Figure B.4: Payoffs PGG: Implementation of Unconditional Decisions

B.4 Instructions

Appendix B.4 includes the translated instructions of the experiment (from Ger-
man). Treatment specific parts are shown in italics and the corresponding
treatment is clearly indicated.

B.4.1 General Instructions (before Part I)

Welcome to the experiment and thank you for

your participation!
Please do not speak from now on with any other participant.

Procedures
In this experiment, we study economic decision-making. You can earn money
by participating. The money you earn will be paid to you privately after the
experiment.
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The experiment lasts around 90 minutes and consists of four parts (I-IV). At the
beginning of every part, you receive detailed instructions. In addition, you will
receive comprehension questions for some parts to help you understand how the
experiment works and the payoff conditions. If you have questions after reading
the instructions or during the experiment, please raise your hand or press the
red button on your keyboard. One of the experimenters will then come to you
and answer your questions privately.

Tools
You find a pen at your desk. Please leave the pen and the instructions on the
table after the experiment.

Anonymity
The analysis of the experiment is anonymous; that is, we will never link your
name with the data generated in the experiment. To receive your payoff, you
will need to provide your bank details or PayPal mail address at the end of the
experiment. No further personal data will be passed on. Information collected
during the experiment may be visible to other participants as the experiment
progresses. You make all decisions anonymously, so no other participant can
associate your decisions with you during the experiment.

Payment
In addition to the income that you earn during the experiment, you will receive
6 € for showing up on time and answering a short questionnaire. In addition, you
can achieve additional payoffs during the experiment. During the experiment,
you and the other participants will be asked to make a series of decisions.
These can affect the payoffs for you, and potentially for other participants.
Additionally, you can earn money by making correct assessments. How your
decisions relate to the payoffs will be explained in more detail in the respective
instructions.

Exchange rate
In some parts of the experiment, we do not talk about Euro, but about Taler.
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We convert Taler into Euros at the end of the experiment. Please note the
following exchange rate:

1 Taler = 0,70 €

B.4.2 Questionnaire (Part I)

[Instructions: In the first part of the experiment, we ask you to truthfully fill
out a questionnaire. This is a personality questionnaire, so there are no right
or wrong answers.
Please answer the questions with the answer options:
• Does not apply • Tends not to apply • Tends to apply • Applies ]

1. I would rather have a cat than a dog as a pet.

2. I prefer reading a book in the evening to watching a movie.

3. I prefer to go to the beach on vacation than to visit a city.

4. I would rather spend an evening in a bar than partying in a club.

5. I prefer to live in a shared apartment than alone.

6. I am rather reserved and quiet.

7. I am easygoing, prone to laziness.

8. I am talented with my hands.

9. I often make decisions spontaneously and intuitively.

10. I tend to avoid conflict.

11. I am in favor of strong policy measures to contain the Covid-19 pandemic
in Germany.

12. I support quota regulations in the labor market for socially disadvantaged
groups (e.g., for women or migrants).

13. There should be a requirement to wear a bicycle helmet.

14. The possession of marijuana should be legalized.

15. Unhealthy foods should be taxed more.
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B.4.3 Instructions (Part II)

The participants received the instructions for Part II of the experiment in print.
An interactive screen to familiarize with the matching procedure and control
questions to ensure understanding were later displayed on the computer screens.

Proposer

Part II of the experiment consists of 5 rounds. Each round is structured
in the same way. In each round, you will make decisions that affect your payout
amount, as well as the payout amount of another participant. One round will
be randomly selected for which the achieved amount will be paid out. You will
find out which round was selected only at the end of the experiment. Therefore,
you should carefully consider your decisions in all rounds, as each may become
relevant to you.

You were randomly assigned one of two roles for Part II of the experiment.
This role remains the same across all rounds. There are participants of "Type
P" and participants of "Type R". You are "Type P". All participants of "Type P"
receive identical instructions. Participants of "Type R" are in a similar decision
situation, we explicitly point out any differences. In each round, four "Type
P" participants are matched with four "Type R" participants. This means that
8 randomly selected participants interact with each other per round. In each
round, you will be randomly selected to interact with other participants.

We will illustrate the process of Part II using one round as an example. We will
refer to your group of four "Type P" participants as Group A, and to the group
of four "Type R" participants with whom you interact as Group B.

Each round consists of three consecutive sections (Section 1, Section 2
and Section 3).

In the final Section 3, you will simultaneously make decisions with one partici-
pant from Group B (your team partner) that are payoff-relevant for both of you.
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In Section 3, one participant from Group A and one participant from Group B
thus form a team of 2.

In Section 1, you specify which participant of Group B you want as your team
partner in this decision situation. Your choice of team partner is important to
you because your team partner’s decisions affect your payoffs.

In Section 2, you will be assigned a team partner for Section 3 based on your
choice and the choices of the other participants through an assignment mecha-
nism.

Below you find detailed information on all three sections.

Section 1
In the first section, you will see a randomly selected part of the answers of the
4 participants of Group B from the questionnaire. These participants are your
possible team partners.

Example image: Answers from the questionnaire

Figure B.5: Instruction - Proposer: Questionnaire

At the same time, the participants of Group B (Participants A-D) see other
randomly selected answers from your questionnaire and the questionnaires of
the other 3 participants of Group A.
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After viewing the profiles, we ask you to submit a preference order.

With this preference order, you indicate with whom of the participants from
Group B you would prefer to be in the decision situation in Section 3. Rank 1
means that you would most like to have this participant as your team partner.
Rank 2 means that you would second most like to have this participant as your
team partner, and so on.

Example image: Preference order

Figure B.6: Instruction - Proposer: Preference Order

All other participants of Groups A and B will also be asked to submit such a
preference order.

Section 2
In this section, a two-step mechanism will determine the allocation for Section
3. The mechanism is chosen so that it is always best for you to submit your
actual preference order.

Example: Suppose you could choose between participants A, B, C or D from
Group B. If you would prefer to have Participant A, second favorite Participant
B, third favorite Participant C, and fourth favorite Participant D as your team
partner, then you should submit the preference order A>B>C>D. If the assign-
ment mechanism assigned you Participant B, for example, under the submission
of your true preference order, there is no other preference order by which the
mechanism assigns Participant A to you.
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No-Info No-Info

Figure B.7: Instruction - Proposer: Adjustment of preferences

In the first step, the allocation mechanism determines the 2-person teams based
on the preferences submitted. Then you will see which participant of Group B
has been assigned to you. In addition, for each participant of Group B, you will
see the rank they have placed you on. [Only in Info]

Example screen: Adjustment of preferences

In this example, in the first step, you have set Participant A to Rank 1, and
have been assigned him or her as a team partner by the mechanism. Participant
A has placed you on Rank 3 of their preference order. [Only in Info]

If you wish, you can adjust your preference order at this point. An adjustment
makes sense if your preference order is different from the one you submitted
previously.

In the second step, the allocation mechanism again determines 2-person teams
based on these preference orders. If at least one participant has adjusted their
preference order, other teams may result compared to the teams after the first
step. The key is that it is always best for you to submit your true preference
order.

At the end of Section 2, it will be randomly selected whether your final team
partner for Section 3 will be the one assigned to you after the first step, or
whether your team partner will be the one assigned to you after the second step
of Section 2. Therefore, you should submit your true preference order in both
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steps.

Information and procedure for participants of Group B
The process of Section 2 is different for participants from Group B. Unlike you,
your potential team partners from Group B cannot adjust their preference order
in the second part of the assignment mechanism. Participants from Group B
do not know the preference orders of Group A and do not know that Group A
will receive the preference order of Group B. [Only in Info]

Section 3
Decision situation

You and your team partner can each put 10 Taler into a private account, or you
can put all or part of 10 Taler into a joint account. Any money that you do not
deposit into the joint account will automatically be deposited into the private
account. You and your team partner will make your decisions independently
and secretly in this part.

Income from the private account

Every Taler you put on the private account, you will get paid at the end. If
you keep 10 Taler for yourself, you will receive these 10 Taler from the private
account. If you keep 6 Taler for yourself, you will receive these 6 Taler from the
private account. Nobody but you receives income from your private account.

Income from the joint account

You can also put your Taler into the joint account. For each Taler contributed
to the joint account, both you and your team partner will receive 0.75 Taler
each. Both of you benefit from the joint account to the same extent, regardless
of your respective deposits. The payoff from the joint account depends only on
the sum of the deposits.

The payout of each team member is determined by the following formula.

Individual payout for each team member =
(deposit from you + deposit from your team partner) * 0.75
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If you and your team partner deposit 5 Taler each, the sum of the two deposits
is 5+5=10. Of these 10 Taler, you and your team partner will each receive
10*0.75 = 7.5 Taler. If you and your team partner deposit a total of 16 Taler,
you will both receive 16*0.75 = 12 Taler.

Total income

Your total income is the sum of your income from the personal account and
your income from the joint account.

Your input

You and your team partner from Group B simultaneously and independently
make the decision how many of your 10 Taler you want to contribute to the
joint account. We call this decision contribution in the following.

In addition to this, participants in Group A make a second contribution decision,
the contribution table. For participants of Group A, it is chosen at random
whether the contribution or the contribution table is relevant for payout. You
must therefore carefully consider both types of contribution decisions, as both
may become relevant to you. Since participants of Group B only make the
contribution decision, the contribution is always and exclusively payoff relevant
for these participants.

Contribution and contribution table

With your contribution to the joint account, you determine how many of the 10
Taler you want to deposit into the joint account. The deposit to your private
account is automatically the difference between 10 Taler and your contribution
to the joint account.

Example image: Contribution

Please indicate the amount you wish to deposit into the joint account:

Figure B.8: Instruction - Proposer: Contribution
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In the contribution table, you specify how many Taler you want to contribute
to the joint account for each possible contribution of your team partner. So you
make your own contribution decision based on how much your team partner
contributes.
Example image: Contribution table

For each possible contribution of your team partner, please indicate the amount
you would like to contribute to the joint account (of course, you can choose the
same amount more than once):

Figure B.9: Instruction - Proposer: Contribution table

After the decision:

You will find out the result of the selected round only at the end of the experi-
ment.

You can now familiarize yourself on the computer monitor with both the sub-
mission of preference sequences, as well as the allocation mechanism. After
that, you will get some comprehension questions.
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Receiver

Part II of the experiment consists of 5 rounds. Each round is structured
in the same way. In each round, you will make decisions that affect your payout
amount, as well as the payout amount of another participant. One round will
be randomly selected for which the achieved amount will be paid out. You will
find out which round was selected only at the end of the experiment. Therefore,
you should carefully consider your decisions in all rounds, as each may become
relevant to you.

You were randomly assigned one of two roles for Part II of the experiment.
This role remains the same across all rounds. There are participants of "Type
P" and participants of "Type R". You are "Type R". All participants of "Type
R" receive identical instructions. Participants of "Type P" are in a similar
decision situation. In each round, four "Type P" participants are matched with
four "Type R" participants. This means that 8 randomly selected participants
interact with each other per round. In each round, you will be randomly selected
to interact with other participants.

We will illustrate the process of Part II using one round as an example. We
will refer to your group of four "Type P" participants with whom you interact
as Group A, and your group of four "Type R" participants as Group B.

Each round consists of three consecutive sections (Section 1, Section 2
and Section 3).

In the final Section 3, you will simultaneously make decisions with one par-
ticipant from Group A (your team partner) that are payoff-relevant for both
of you. In Section 3, one participant from Group A and one participant from
Group B thus form a team of 2.

In Section 1, you specify which participant of Group A you want as your team
partner in this decision situation. Your choice of team partner is important to
you because your team partner’s decisions affect your payoffs.
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In Section 2, you will be assigned a team partner for Section 3 based on your
choice and the choices of the other participants through an assignment mecha-
nism.

Below you find detailed information on all three sections.

Section 1
In the first section, you will see a randomly selected part of the answers of the
4 participants of Group A from the questionnaire. These participants are your
possible team partners.

Example image: Answers from the questionnaire

Figure B.10: Instruction - Receiver: Questionnaire

At the same time, the participants of Group A (Participants A-D) see other
randomly selected answers from your questionnaire and the questionnaires of
the other 3 participants of Group B.

After viewing the profiles, we ask you to submit a preference order.

With this preference order, you indicate with whom of the participants from
Group A you would prefer to be in the decision situation in Section 3. Rank 1
means that you would most like to have this participant as your team partner.
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Rank 2 means that you would second most like to have this participant as your
team partner, and so on.

Example image: Preference order

Figure B.11: Instruction - Receiver: Preference order

All other participants of Groups A and B will also be asked to submit such a
preference order.

Section 2

In this section, a mechanism will determine the allocation for Section 3. The
goal of the mechanism is to assign participants their best possible team partner.
The mechanism is based on a simple logic: If several participants of Group A
want you to be their team partner, the mechanism will always select for you
the participant that you have specified further ahead in your preference order.

Example: Suppose you could choose between participants A, B, C or D from
Group A. You prefer to have Participant A, second favorite Participant B, third
favorite Participant C, and fourth favorite Participant D as your team partner
(A>B>C>D). If the assignment mechanism does not assign you Participant A
when you state your true preference order, it automatically means that Partic-
ipant A prefers another participant of Group B over you.

Let us assume that this is the case. Now, if both participant B and C would
prefer you to be their team partner, the mechanism will choose the participant
you have specified further up in your preference order as your team partner. If
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you would submit the preference order A>B>C>D, you would get Participant
B as your team partner. If you would give the preference order A>C>B>D,
you would get Participant C as your team partner. This also means that if you
submit a preference order that does not match your true preference order, you
may not get your best possible team partner.

Once you have submitted your preference order, you cannot change it.

Section 3
Decision situation

You and your team partner can each put 10 Taler into a private account, or you
can put all or part of 10 Taler into a joint account. Any money that you do not
deposit into the joint account will automatically be deposited into the private
account. You and your team partner will make your decisions independently
and secretly in this part.

Income from the private account

Every Taler you put on the private account, you will get paid at the end. If
you keep 10 Taler for yourself, you will receive these 10 Taler from the private
account. If you keep 6 Taler for yourself, you will receive these 6 Taler from the
private account. Nobody but you receives income from your private account.

Income from the joint account

You can also put your Taler into the joint account. For each Taler contributed
to the joint account, both you and your team partner will receive 0.75 Taler
each. Both of you benefit from the joint account to the same extent, regardless
of your respective deposits. The payoff from the joint account depends only on
the sum of the deposits.

The payout of each team member is determined by the following formula.

Individual payout for each team member =
(deposit from you + deposit from your team partner) * 0.75
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If you and your team partner deposit 5 Taler each, the sum of the two deposits
is 5+5=10. Of these 10 Taler, you and your team partner will each receive
10*0.75 = 7.5 Taler. If you and your team partner deposit a total of 16 Taler,
you will both receive 16*0.75 = 12 Taler.

Total income

Your total income is the sum of your income from the personal account and
your income from the joint account.

Your input

You and your team partner from Group B simultaneously and independently
make the decision how many of your 10 Taler you want to contribute to the
joint account. We call this decision contribution in the following.

Contribution

With your contribution to the joint account, you determine how many of the 10
Taler you want to deposit into the joint account. The deposit to your private
account is automatically the difference between 10 Taler and your contribution
to the joint account.

Example image: Contribution

Please indicate the amount you wish to deposit into the joint account:

Figure B.12: Instruction - Receiver: Contribution

After the decision:

You will find out the result of the selected round only at the end of the experi-
ment.

You can now familiarize yourself on the computer monitor with both the sub-
mission of preference sequences, as well as the allocation mechanism. After
that, you will get some comprehension questions.
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B.4.4 Additional Instructions (Part III)

Beliefs

In this part of the experiment, we ask you to guess the decisions of your respec-
tive team partners from Part II. You thus provide an estimate for each of the
rounds played. Your payoff depends on whether you estimate the contribution
to the joint account of your respective team partner in Part II correctly.

Before each decision, you will again receive the information about your team
partner that you had available when you made your own contribution decision.
Please provide an estimate of how many Taler your respective team partner put
into the joint account. Note that your team partner made this decision, without
knowing your submitted preference order. [only proposer]

Payoff
If you estimate your team partner’s contribution exactly correctly, you will
receive 2 Euro for this correct estimation. If you estimate the contribution
incorrectly, you will receive 0 Euro.

One of the rounds will be randomly selected for which the amount scored will
be paid out. You will find out the result of the selected round only at the end
of the experiment (after part IV).

Raven’s Matrices

In this part of the experiment we ask you to complete figures. The figures
consist of 3x3 elements that are logically connected. In each figure the lower
right element is missing. We ask you to complete this with one of the 6 answer
choices.

You have a total of 5 minutes to solve as many matrices as you can manage.
The maximum number is 10 matrices. You will receive 0.50 Euro for each
correctly solved matrix and 0.50 Euro will be deducted for each incorrectly
solved matrix. You will receive at least 0.00 Euro for this task. You cannot get
a negative payout from this task. Please select the appropriate image in each
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case and confirm your selection. On the next page you can see an example.

Loss attitudes (Gächter, Johnson, & Herrmann, 2022)

This task consists of 6 decisions where you can accept up to 6 offers.
The offers consist of a lottery through which you can lose or win money. You
have to decide for each of the 6 offers whether to accept it or not. For each
accepted offer, the computer plays the lottery and hence decides if you lose or
win money.
At the end of the experiment, your decision is implemented for one of the 6
offers. The computer randomly selects (with equal probability) which offer will
be implemented.

Decide for each offer whether you want to accept it.

Table B.7: Instruction - Loss attitudes

1 With 50% probability you lose 2 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

2 With 50% probability you lose 3 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

3 With 50% probability you lose 4 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

4 With 50% probability you lose 5 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

5 With 50% probability you lose 6 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

6 With 50% probability you lose 7 Euro; with 50% probability you win 6 Euro. ◦ accept ◦ reject

Socio-demographics

Please provide the following statistical information.
• Age [integer]
• Gender [male; female; diverse]
• Field of study (faculty/major) [string]
• What language(s) is (are) your native language(s)? [string]
• What is your high school graduation grade? [number; 1-6]
• What is your high school graduation grade in mathematics? [number; 1-6]
• How many times have you participated in an economic laboratory study

(including outside of this laboratory)? [0; 1-2; 3-5; 5+]
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Appendix C

Appendix to Chapter 3

C.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1

In a matching market with reciprocal preferences, ex-post stability is
a sufficient condition for immediate stability.

Proof. Assume a matching is immediate unstable but all the possible resulting
outcomes are ex-post stable. A matching is immediate unstable if it is blocked
by a pair or an individual after the mechanism took place, and every worker
updates her belief about the types of the firms through seeing the final matching.
When evaluating ex-post stability, workers learn the true type of their matched
firm. Therefore, a change in stability between immediate and ex-post stability
can only be attributed to workers receiving information about their matched
partner’s type. There is no information update for firms.

If a matching is immediate unstable because it is blocked by a pair, it must
be the case that a worker (e.g. I) prefers another firm (e.g. B) over her matched
firm (e.g. A). This means that the expected utility of being matched with firm B

is higher than the expected utility of being matched with firm A. At the same
time, if the matching is ex-post stable, she prefers to stay with her matched
firm (A) over the other firm (B) for every possible realization of firm A’s type.
It cannot be the case that being matched with any type of firm A is better than

127
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the expected utility of being matched with firm B (ex-post stability), but the
expected utility of being matched with firm A is lower than the expected utility
of being matched with firm B (immediate instability).

The same logic applies for a worker that prefers being unmatched over her
current match in terms of immediate stability. For a worker who is unmatched
after the mechanism takes place, the information set is the same when evaluating
immediate and ex-post stability. Hence, the matching cannot be immediate
stable and ex-post unstable.

C.2 Proofs of Additional Statements

C.2.1 Statement 1

Truth-telling is not a weakly dominant strategy for firms with an an-
ticipated rematching stage in a DA mechanism with reciprocal pref-
erences.

Table C.1: Example 5

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I ≻ II with (p) I : A1 ≻ I ≻ A2

A2 : III ≻ I with (1 − p) II : B ≻ A ≻ C

B : III ≻ II III : C ≻ A ≻ B

C : II ≻ III

Given:

I : u(A1) · p + u(A2) · (1 − p) > u(I)

Truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy for proposers in a DA if receivers
have reciprocal preferences (see Proposition 3.2). Example C.1 shows that this
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is not the case if players can rematch after the matching and anticipate this. We
show that a firm can improve its expected utility by deviating from truth-telling.

Proof. Truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy if the outcome is never worse
than any other strategy, given every possible strategy of all other players. We
show that another strategy than truth-telling is better for firm A2 given a
rematching stage and given strategies of the other players. Assume that all
proposers and workers I and II state true preferences. For receiver I, we
assume that she states A ≻ I. Independent of firm A’s type, worker I will
always be matched with firm A, if both types of firm A state true preferences.
However, the matching of the other firms and workers depends on the state
preferemces of firm A. In the event of A1, firm B is matched with worker III,
and firm C is matched with worker II. If firm A is of type A2, firm B is matched
with worker II and firm C is matched with worker III. After observing the
matching, worker I infers the type of firm A and breaks up the matching if she
knows that she is matched with firm A2. For this reason, firm A always states
I ≻ II. Worker I cannot tell which type she is matched with and will not
break up the match with firm A. Hence, firm A2 is mimicing the strategy of
type A1 and not stating true prefernces. Because we are checking for a weakly
dominant strategy, we do not have to check whether the played strategies are
an equilibrium.

C.2.2 Statement 2

There are matching markets that are always ex-post unstable for any
possible strategy a player can choose in the DA mechanism if all the
other players state true preferences.
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Table C.2: Example 6

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I ≻ II with (p) I : A1 ≻ I ≻ A2

A2 : II ≻ I with (1 − p) II : II

Given:

I : u(I) < p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

Proof. The DA is not ex-post stable in our setting with reciprocal preferences.
Example C.2 shows that no set of strategies always results in an ex-post stable
matching. Firm A has two possible types, A1 and A2 and worker I has reciprocal
preferences and would like to be matched when firm A ranks her first but
wishes to be unmatched if the firm is of type A2. We assume that the expected
utility from being matched with firm A without knowing its type is higher
for worker I than being unmatched [p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) > u(I)]. We
show that both possibilities to submit preferences (A ≻ I or I ≻ A) lead to
ex-post unstable outcomes. If worker I decides to match with firm A (by stating
A ≻ I), the match is immediate stable. However, once she learns the type of
firm A and it turns out to be of type A2, she prefers to be unmatched, and the
matching is unstable. If worker I decides to remain unmatched initially (by
stating I ≻ A), she does not learn the type of firm A. However, the expected
utility of being matched with firm A without knowing its type is higher than
remaining unmatched. Firm A and worker I want to match, the matching is
immediate and ex-post unstable.

C.2.3 Statement 3

There are markets where the DA mechanism leads to immediate in-
stability, although some resulting outcomes are ex-post stable.
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We use Example C.3 to show that there are markets in which the DA mecha-
nism leads to immediate instability, although some outcomes are ex-post stable.

Table C.3: Example 7

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I with (p) I : A1 ≻ B1 ≻ A2 ≻ B2

A2 : III ≻ I with (1 − p) II : B

B1 : I with (q) III : III

B2 : III ≻ I ≻ II with (1 − q)

Given:

I : p · (A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) > q · u(B1) + (1 − q) · u(B2)

I : p · (A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) < u(B1)

Proof. In this example, every type of every firm will make an offer to worker I

in a DA mechanism. Hence worker I states A ≻ B following her expected utility
[I : p · (A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) > q · u(B1) + (1 − q) · u(B2)]. After observing the
matching, worker I can infer the type of firm B. If firm B is unmatched, it is
of type B1, if firm B is matched to worker II, it is of type B2. When firm B

in unmatched, the matching is immediate unstable because worker I prefers to
be matched with firm B1 over the lottery of being matched with either type A1

or A2 of firm A [I : p · (A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) < u(B1)]. However, if firm A is
of type A1, worker I prefers to stay matched with firm A and the outcome is
ex-post stable.
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C.2.4 Statement 4

Proposers with reciprocal preferences do not have a weakly dominant
strategy in the DA mechanism.

We show in Example C.4 that proposer I with reciprocal preferences does
not have a weakly dominant strategy for preference reporting in a matching
market when the DA is applied.

Table C.4: Example 8

Proposer / Worker Receiver / Firm

I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 A1 : I with (p)

II : A A2 : II ≻ I with (1 − p)

B : I

Given:

I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

Proof. Given that proposer I prefers to be matched with firm B over being
matched with firm A without knowing firm A’s type [I : u(B) > p ·u(A1)+(1−

p) · u(A2)], the optimal strategy of applicant I depends on the strategy of other
players. Here, the decision to state A ≻ B or B ≻ A depends on proposer II.
If proposer II states her true preferences, proposer I states A ≻ B because she
does not incur the risk be matched with A2. However, if applicant II states
II : II, it is optimal for applicant I to state I : B ≻ A because she is matched
with type A2 with probability (1 − p) if when stating I : A ≻ B. This proves
that there is no dominant strategy for applicant I.
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C.2.5 Statement 5

The DA mechanism is not immediate and ex-post stable in the school
choice setting, regardless of whether applicants are on the receiving
or proposing side.

In Section 3.6, we already show in Example C.5 that the DA is neither
immediate nor ex-post stable in a school choice setting, with applicants on
the receiving side. This example shows an immediate and ex-post unstable
matching market if applicants are on the proposing side.

Table C.5: Example 9

Proposer / Applicant Receiver / School

I : A1 ≻ B ≻ A2 A1 : I with (p)

II : II A2 : II ≻ I ≻ III with (1 − p)

III : A B : I

Given:

I : u(B) > p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2)

Proof. Applicant I decides whether to state A ≻ B or B ≻ A and prefers
being matched with school B over being matched with school A without an
update about its type. Accordingly, applicant I states B ≻ A. However,
applicant I will infer the type of school A after the matching. Only if school A

is of type A1, school A is unmatched, and the matching is immediate and ex-post
unstable.
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C.2.6 Statement 6

With reciprocal preferences, neither the TSDA nor the RPDA is
strategy-proof for firms in a standard two-sided matching market
with firms on the proposing side.

We show with Example C.6 that neither the TSDA nor the RPDA is strategy-
proof for firms in a standard two-sided matching market if firms are on the
proposing side.

Table C.6: Example 10

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I ≻ II with (p) I : A1 ≻ I ≻ A2

A2 : II ≻ I with (1 − p) II : B ≻ II

B : II ≻ I

Given:

I : p · u(A1) + (1 − p) · u(A2) > u(I)

Proof. TSDA: In equilibrium, firm A1 states true preferences. However, firm A2

will mimic the strategy of firm A1. Worker I cannot infer the type of firm A

but will state firm A as her first choice due to the utility condition [p · u(A1) +
(1 − p) · u(A2) > u(I)]. Firm B and worker II state true preferences. No player
has an incentive to deviate from their strategy. Stating true preferences for
player A2 is not an equilibrium because worker I can infer the type of firm A2.
Worker I would prefer to stay unmatched, resulting in no match for firm A2.

RPDA: The same logic applies to the RPDA. Assume that both receivers
state their true, complete reciprocal preferences. If both types of firm A state
true preferences then type A2 is unmatched. Therefore, type A2 will misrepre-
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sent their preferences and state I ≻ II. Firm A will always be matched with
worker I.

Hence, both for the TSDA and RPDA truth-telling is no weakly dominant
strategy.

C.2.7 Statement 7

There are markets where the DA mechanism achieves stable out-
comes in undominated strategies that imply truthful reporting for
firms, while the TSDA does not.

We show one exemplary matching market (Example C.7) where the DA
mechanism achieves stable outcomes in undominated strategies that imply truth-
ful reporting for firms, while the TSDA does not.

Table C.7: Example 11

Proposer / Firm Receiver / Worker

A1 : I ≻ II with (p) I : B ≻ A

A2 : II ≻ I with (q) II : A ≻ B

A3 : I with (1 − p − q)

B1 : II ≻ I with (w)

B2 : I ≻ II with (1 − w)

Given:

I : u(A) >
p

1 − q
· u(B) + 1 − p − q

1 − p
· u(I)

II : u(B) >
p

1 − q
· u(A) + 1 − p − q

1 − p
· u(II)

A1 : u(II) < w · u(II) + (1 − w) · u(A)

Proof. DA: With a DA in place, stating true preferences is an equilibrium for
both sides of the market. As shown before, truth-telling is a weakly dominant
strategy for proposers in a DA mechanism. Due to the assumption on the
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utility of worker I and worker II truth-telling is also optimal for the workers
[I : u(A) >

p

1 − q
· u(B) + 1 − p − q

1 − p
· u(I) and II : u(B) >

p

1 − q
· u(A) +

1 − p − q

1 − p
· u(II)]. Receivers have no incentive to state truncated preferences

because the expected utility of misrepresenting preferences is lower than the
expected utility of stating true preferences. Given that all players state true
preferences, the matching is stable.

TSDA: If firms state their true preferences, applicants can infer the firms’
types and strategically misrepresent their preferences to ensure their preferred
matching. Due to the sequential game the misrepresentation by the workers can
be prevented if proposers truncate their preference list before the receivers do.
Hence, there is a trade of for firms. If all firms state true preferences the receivers
will misrepresent preferences in some cases and ensure their preferred matching.
If firm A1 misrepresents its preferences (truncating) it ensures a better match in
some cases while it risk being unmatched in other cases. Given the assumptions
on the utilities [A1 : u(II) < w · u(II) + (1 − w) · u(A), firm A1 truncates its
preferences if being of type A1 while firm B does not. In the illustrated market,
if firm A is of type A1, it will truncate its list by only stating I as potential
partner to prevent receivers from misrepresenting their preferences, who wish
to do whenever confronted with types A1 and B1. However, it involves the risk
of being unmatched in the event of B2. In that case, the matching is immediate
and ex-post unstable.
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